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A FRAMEWORK
for conceptualizingthe developmentof individualdifferencesin readingability is presentedthat synthesizes a great deal of the researchliterature.The frameworkplaces
special emphasis on the effects of readingon cognitive developmentand on "bootstrapping"
relationshipsinvolving reading. Of key importanceare the concepts of reciprocal relationships-situations where the causal connection between readingability and the efficiency of a
cognitive process is bidirectional-and organism-environmentcorrelation-the fact that differentiallyadvantagedorganisms are exposed to nonrandomdistributionsof environmental
quality.Hypothesesare advancedto explainhow these mechanismsoperateto create rich-getricherand poor-get-poorerpatternsof readingachievement.The frameworkis used to explicate some persisting problems in the literatureon reading disability and to conceptualize
remediationefforts in reading.

Les effetsde Matthewsur la lecture: Quelquesrepercussionsdes
differencesindividuellessur l'alphabetisation

litteraturese rff6rantau sujet de cette recherche, on presenteun
tableausynoptiquepermettantla conceptualisationde developpementdes diff6rences individuelles au niveau de la capacite de lecture. Ce tableau met l'emphase sur les effets de la
lecture sur le developpementcognitif et sur les relations interdependantesconcernantla lecture meme. On retrouvedeux concepts de grandeimportance:le concept de relationde reciprocite (dans des situationsoff le lien de causalite entre la capacite de lecture et l'efficacite
d'unprocessus cognitif est bidirectionnel)et celui de correlationexistantentre l'organismeet
l'environnement(le fait que les organismesavantag6spar action diff6rentiellesoient soumis
non fortuitementa des variationsde qualit6au niveau de l'environnement).On avance certaines hypothesesafin d'expliquercommentces mecanismesfonctionnentpourcrier des modules de rendement en lecture selon lesquels les performances des plus forts vont en
s'ameliorantet celles des plus faibles en s'affaiblissant.On s'appuiesur le meme tableaupour
expliquer certains problemes persistantsretrouv6sdans la litteraturese ref6rantaux difficultes en lecture et on l'emploiecomme moyen de conceptualisationdes efforts de correction
en lecture.
POUR MIEUX synthetiserla

Efectos de Matthewen la lectura:Algunas consecuenciasque las
diferenciasindividualestienen en la adquisici6nde alfabetismo

presentaun marco te6rico para conceptualizarel desarrollo de las diferencias individualesen la habilidadde lecturaque sintetizauna gran partede la investigaci6n literariasobre el tema. Este marco te6rico pone un 6nfasisespecial en los efectos que la
lectura tiene en el desarrollo cognitivo y en las relaciones de retroalimentaci6ncreciente
(bootstrapping)que involucranlectura. De importanciaclave son los conceptos de relaci6n
reciproca-situaciones donde la conecci6n causal entre la habilidadde lecturay la eficiencia
de un proceso cognitivo es bidireccional-y la correlaci6n entre organismo y medioambiente-el hecho de que organismosdiferencialmenteavanzadosestan expuestos a distribuciones no al azar de calidad ambiental.Se proponenhip6tesis paraexplicarcomo trabajan
EN ESTE ESTUDIO se
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estos mecanismos para crear patronesde aprovechamientoen lectura en donde los patrones
avanzadosse enriquecenmis y los de pobre rendimientose empobrecenain mais.Se usa el
marco te6rico paraexplicar algunos problemaspersistentesen la literaturasobre dificultades
en lecturay como una forma de conceptualizarlos esfuerzos remedialesen lectura.

Der Matthew-Einfluflauf das Lesen: Einige der Wirkungenindividueller
Unterschiedein der Erlernungvon Buchwissen

EINSYSTEM
der Planungffir die EntwicklungindividuellerUnterschiedein der Lesefaihigkeit
ist gegeben, welches einen groBen Anteil von Forschungsliteraturmiteinanderverknfipft.
Dieses System konzentriert sich ganz besonders auf die Lese-Einfliisse von ErkenntnisEntwicklungund von Schniirsenkel-Verhiltnissen,die sich aufs Lesen beziehen. Von aller- Situationenin denen die kausaleVerbindung
groBterWichtigkeitsind Wechsel-Beziehungen
zwischen Leseftihigkeit und Wirkungsgraddes Erkennungs-Prozesses hin- und zurfickflieBt-die Tatsache, daB individuell bevorzugteOrganismennicht-wahllosenAusteilungen
von Umwelts-Qualitdit
ausgesetzt sind. FortschrittlicheHypothesen erkliren, wie diese Mechanismendazu dienen, die-Reichen-werden-reicherund die-Armen-werden-irmer-Modelle
von Lesefdihigkeitzu schaffen. Dieses System dient dazu, hartnickige Probleme in der Literaturfiber Leseunfdihigkeitzu erkliren, und auch dazu, Konzeptezur Abschaffungsolcher
Problemezu schaffen.

To synthesize the ever-growing body of literature on individual differences in the cognitive skills related to reading is difficult because
of the plethora of relationships that have been
found. Good and poor readers have been compared on just about every cognitive task that has
ever been devised, and group performance differences have been observed on a large number
of these tasks (see, for example, Carr, 1981;
DeSoto & DeSoto, 1983; Mitchell, 1982;
Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt, & Davidson, 1985;
Share, Jorm, Maclean, & Matthews, 1984;
Singer & Crouse, 1981; Stanovich, 1982a,
1982b, 1986). Mounds of correlations and significant differences have been found. There is,
then, at least one sense in which it can be said
that we do not lack empirical evidence. The
problem is in deciding what it all means.
The aim of this paper is to attempt to clarify
the literature by drawing attention to some alternative ways of interpreting relationships between cognitive processes and reading ability.
These alternative interpretations have all been
discussed before by numerous authors (e.g.,
Bryant & Bradley, 1985; Byrne, 1986; Chall,
1983; Donaldson, 1978; Ehri, 1979; Morrison
& Manis, 1982), but their implications have not
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been fully explored, nor have they been brought
together within a coherent framework. This review presents such a framework and, in addition, a model of the development of individual
differences in reading achievement and related
cognitive processes that seems to follow logically from it.

Problems with the Existing Evidence
For many years, research on individual differences was plagued by the failure to carry out
thorough process analyses on the experimental
tasks employed. Thus, it was rarely possible to
ascribe any cognitive specificity to an observed
group difference. This problem has partially
been alleviated due to the general influence of a
paradigmatic assumption of cognitive psychology: that performance on any single task is the
result of the simultaneous or successive operation of many different information-processing
operations. However, it took a long time for
reading disability researchers to accept an implication of this assumption: that one could not
merely observe a difference on, for example, a
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perceptualtask, and then announcethat "visual process- stages that laid the foundationfor the
processing" was the key to reading failure, presentlevel of readingability- but furtherprobased on one's introspectionaboutwhat the task gress is dependenton the developmentof proctapped. It was sometimes hard to understand esses other thanthe one in question. A residual
that no matterhow large the performancedif- correlationbetween the efficiency of the procference observed on a single task, such an out- ess and readinglevel remainsas a remnantof a
come representednot the end, but instead the causal connection presentduring an earlier debeginning of a careful task 'analysis that one velopmentalstage.
The vast literatureon individualdifferences
hoped would reveal the cognitive locus of the
difference. The rise and fall of many of the pop- in the cognitive processes of reading will only
ular hypotheses in the dyslexia literaturemir- be fully understoodwhen we are able to deterrors this belated realization (see Vellutino, mine which performancelinkagesreflect causal
1979).
relationships, which are developmentallylimof
the
issue
the
inferring appropriate ited, which are the result of third variables,
Beyond
processdifferencefrom task performancelies an which enter into relationshipsof reciprocalcaueven more vexing problem:thatof inferringcau- sation, and which are consequencesof the indisation. After observinga performancedifference vidual's reading level or reading history.
in a purely correlationalstudy and carryingout Achieving such a classification will be easier if
taskanalysis,we are still left with it is recognized that certain relationshipsmay
the appropriate
the questionof whetherthe processingdifference change status at different levels of reading dethus isolatedcauses variationin readingachieve- velopment. In this review some tentativeclassiment, whetherreadingachievementitself affects fications for some of the cognitive processes
the operationof the cognitiveprocess,or whether that have received considerableattentionin rethe relationshipis due to some third variable. cent researchwill be hypothesized. In order to
Also, there is the possibilityof reciprocalcausa- provide a context for these hypotheses, I will
tion: thatthereare causalconnectionsrunningin first present a brief outline of a preliminary
both directions.
(and incomplete) model of the developmentof
Complicatingthe pictureeven furtheris the individualdifferencesin readingskill.
possibility that the causal connections between
variation in reading achievementand the efficiency of various cognitive processes may
A Model of the Developmentof
change with development. This possibility has
Individual
Differencesin Reading
been strongly emphasizedby some researchers
(e.g., Chall, 1983; Satz, Taylor, Friel, &
Evidence is mountingthat the primaryspeFletcher, 1978), but has been inadequatelyreflected in much research on individual differ- cific mechanismthat enables early readingsucences in the cognitive skills of reading. For cess is phonological awareness: conscious
example, it is possible that some relationships access to the phonemic level of the speech
are developmentally limited-that individual stream and some ability to cognitively manipudifferences in a particular cognitive process late representationsat this level. Althoughgenmay be a causal determinant of variation in eral indicatorsof cognitive functioningsuch as
reading achievementearly in development, but nonverbal intelligence, vocabulary,and listenat some point have no further effects on the ing comprehension make significant indepenlevel of readingefficiency. In this case, a corre- dent contributions to predicting the ease of
lation between readingachievementand the ef- initial readingacquisition, phonological awareficiency of a cognitive process may obtain in ness stands out as the most potent predictor
adults because the efficiency of the cognitive (Shareet al., 1984; Stanovich,Cunningham,&
process determinedthe ease with which the in- Cramer, 1984; Stanovich, Cunningham, &
dividual traversedearlier stages of the reading Feeman, 1984a; Tunmer& Nesdale, 1985). In362
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deed, phonologicalawarenesstasks often correlate more highly with early reading acquisition
thando omnibusmeasuressuch as generalintelligence tests or reading readiness tests (Mann,
1984; Share et al., 1984; Stanovich, Cunningham, & Cramer, 1984; Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a; Zifcak, 1981).
Of course, although the strength of these
correlationsserves to draw attentionto phonological awareness, it is not proof that variation
in awareness is causally connected to differences in the ease of initial reading acquisition.
Proving causation requires much stronger evidence, and this evidence is much less plentiful
than the purely correlationaldata. However, a
growing body of data does exist indicatingthat
variationin phonological awarenessis causally
related to the early development of reading
skill. This evidence is of severaldifferenttypes.
First, there are several studies showing that
measures of phonological awareness predict
reading ability even when the former are assessed very early in development (Bradley &
Bryant, 1983, 1985; Fox & Routh, 1975; Share
et al., 1984; Williams, 1984). Secondly, Tunmer and Nesdale (1985) reporteda contingency
analysis of their first-gradedatawhich indicated
that phonemic segmentationskill was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for reading
acquisition(see also Perfetti, Beck, & Hughes,
1981). In addition, the results of some recent
longitudinalstudies where cross-laggedcorrelational methods and/or structuralequationmodeling have been employed have led to the
conclusion that early skill at phonological
awareness leads to superior reading achievement (Perfettiet al., 1981; Torneus, 1984). Evidence supporting this conclusion also comes
from reading-level match designs. When 10year-old disabled readers perform worse on
phonological tasks than nondisabled6-year-old
childrenreadingat the same level (e.g., Bradley
& Bryant, 1978), it is somewhat more difficult
to arguethatthe latterare superiorbecause they
have had more readingexperience. Last, and of
course most convincing, are the results of several studies where phonological awareness
skills were manipulated via training, and the
manipulationresultedin significant experimen-
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tal group advantagesin reading, word recognition, and spelling (Bradley & Bryant, 1983,
1985; Fox & Routh, 1984; Olofsson & Lundberg, 1985; Torneus, 1984; Treiman& Baron,
1983).
It shouldbe notedthat severalof the studies
cited above have also supportedEhri's (1979,
1984, 1985) position that readingacquisitionitself facilitatesphonological awareness(see also
Perfetti, 1985; Perfettiet al., 1981; Wagner&
Torgesen,in press), so thatthe situationappears
to be one of reciprocal causation. Such situations of reciprocalcausationcan have important
effects, and some of these will
"bootstrapping"
be discussed in this review. However,the question in this section is not which directionof causality is dominant. The essential properties of
the model being outlined here are dependent
only on the fact that a causal link runningfrom
phonological awareness to reading acquisition
has been established, independentof the status
of the opposite causal link.
Many researchershave discussed the reasons phonological awareness is important in
early reading acquisition (see Gough & Hillinger, 1980; Liberman, 1982; Perfetti, 1984;
Williams, 1984). A beginning reader must at
some point discover the alphabetic principle:
that units of print map onto units of sound (see
Perfetti, 1984). This principle may be induced;
it may be acquiredthroughdirect instruction;it
may be acquiredalong with or after the buildup of a visually-based sight vocabulary-but it
must be acquiredif a child is to progress successfully in reading. Children must be able to
decode independentlythe manyunknownwords
that will be encounteredin the early stages of
reading. By acquiringsome knowledgeof spelling-to-sound mappings, the child will gain the
reading independence that eventually leads to
the levels of practice that are prerequisites to
fluent reading. The research cited above appears to indicatethat some minimallevel of explicit phonemic awareness is required for the
acquisition of the spelling-to-soundknowledge
that supportsindependentdecoding.
It is apparentlyimportantthatthe prerequisite phonological awareness and skill at spelling-to-sound mapping be in place early in the
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child's development,because their absence can
initiatea causal chainof escalatingnegative side
effects. Biemiller (1977-1978; see also Allington, 1980, 1983, 1984) has documented
how extremely large differences in reading
practicebegin to emerge as early as the middle
of the first-gradeyear. In October,the children
in the three most able groups in his sample read
a mean of 12.2 words per child per readingsession, the children in three average ability
groups read 11.9 words per child per reading
session, and the children in the two least able
groups were not reading.By January,the mean
for the most able groupswas 51.9, for the average ability groups, 25.8, and for the least able
groups, 11.5. In April the respective means
were 81.4, 72.3, and 31.6. This of course says
nothing about differences in home reading,
which would probably be at least as large.
Thus, soon after experiencinggreaterdifficulty
in breakingthe spelling-to-soundcode, poorer
readers begin to be exposed to less text than
their peers.
Further exacerbating the situation is the
fact that poorer readersoften find themselves in
materials that are too difficult for them (Allington, 1977, 1983, 1984; Bristow, 1985;
Forell, 1985; Gambrell, Wilson, & Gantt,
1981; Jorgenson, 1977). The combination of
lack of practice, deficient decoding skills, and
difficult materialsresults in unrewardingearly
reading experiences that lead to less involvement in reading-relatedactivities. Lack of exposure and practice on the part of the less skilled
reader delays the developmentof automaticity
and speed at the word-recognitionlevel. Slow,
capacity-draining word-recognition processes
requirecognitive resourcesthat should be allocated to higher-level processes of text integration and comprehension(LaBerge & Samuels,
1974; Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich, 1980). Thus,
reading for meaning is hindered, unrewarding
reading experiences multiply, and practice is
avoided or merely toleratedwithout real cognitive involvement. The downward spiral continues- and has furtherconsequences.
The better reader more rapidly attains a
stage of proficiency where decoding skill is no
longer the primarydeterminantof readinglevel.
364

As word recognition becomes less
resource-demandingby taking place via relatively automatic processes of visual/orthographic access, more general language skills
become the limiting factor on reading ability
(Chall, 1983; Sticht, 1979). But the greater
readingexperience of the betterreaderhas provided an enormous advantageeven here. Reading itself is an important contributor to the
developmentof many language/cognitiveskills.
For example, much vocabularygrowth probably takes place through the learning of word
meaningsfrom contextduringreading(Nagy &
Anderson, 1984; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson,
1985; Sternberg, 1985). Similarly, much general information and knowledge about more
complex syntactic structures probably also
takes place throughreadingitself (Donaldson&
Reid, 1982; Mann, 1986; Perfetti, 1985, pp.
172-173, 195). In short, manythings thatfacilitate further growth in reading comprehension
ability-general knowledge, vocabulary, syntactic knowledge-are developed by reading itself. The increased reading experiences of
children who crack the spelling-to-soundcode
early thus have importantpositive feedbackeffects. Such feedbackeffects appearto be potent
sources of individual differences in academic
achievement (Walberg, Strykowski, Rovai, &
Hung, 1984).

ParingDown the Numberof
CausalRelationships
It will be arguedhere that these bootstrapping effects of reading experience and other
secondary effects have been inadequatelyconsidered in the extensive literatureon individual
differences in the cognitive processes of reading. Although it might seem that a consideration of the effects of these reciprocal
relationshipswould complicate our models, it
actually has great potential to clarify reading
theory. If only a few of these reciprocaleffects
control a large portion of the variance in reading ability, we will be able to exercise parsimony elsewhere. Such a consideration will
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ment patterns-would make us all more cautious about interpreting every one of the
enormous number of cognitive performance
differences between good and poor readersthat
are presentin, for example, adult readers(e.g.,
M. Jackson& McClelland, 1975, 1979; Palmer
et al., 1985) as if each of the processes were a
cause of the currentlevel of readingability.
The relationshipof certain eye movement
patternsto reading fluency has repeatedly,and
erroneously,been interpretedas indicatingthat
readingability was determinedby the efficiency
of the eye movementsthemselves. For example,
researchers have repeatedly found that less
skilled readersmake more regressiveeye movements, make more fixations per line of text, and
have longer fixationdurationsthan skilled readers (Rayner, 1985a, 1985b). The assumption
that these particulareye movementcharacteristics were a cause of readingdisability led to the
now thoroughly discredited "eye movement
training"programs that repeatedly have been
advancedas "cures"for readingdisabilities. Of
course, we now recognize that eye movement
patternsrepresenta perfect example of a causal
connection running in the opposite direction.
Poor readersdo show the inefficient characteristics listed above; but they are also comprehendingtext more poorly. In fact, we now know
thateye movementsratherclosely reflect the efficiency of ongoing reading-with the number
of regressionsand fixations per line increasing
as the materialbecomes more difficult, and decreasing as readingefficiency increases (Aman
& Singh, 1983; Just & Carpenter,1980; Olson,
Kliegl, & Davidson, 1983; Rayner, 1978,
1985a, 1985b; Stanley,Smith, & Howell, 1983;
Tinker, 1958)-and this is true for all readers,
regardless of their skill level. When skilled
readersare forced to read materialtoo difficult
for them, their eye movementpatternsdeterioEye Movements:A Consequenceof
rate and approximatethose usually shown by
the less skilled reader. The eye movementpatReadingLevel
terns of the latter look more fluent when they
There may be many processes that we are are allowedto readeasier material.In short, the
prone to view as causal determinantsof reading level of reading determines the nature of the
efficiency, but that are in fact determined by eye movementpatterns,not the reverse.
that efficiency. One might have thoughtthat the
The example of eye movements should ilclassic example of this reverse causal path in lustratethe importanceof considering whether
reading-individual differences in eye move- individual differences in a particularcognitive
suggest that much of the explanatory power
available from all of the variables that have
been linked to readingability in individualdifference studies is superfluous;and this should
spur us to eliminate some as causal factors accounting for variancein readingachievement.
It is only by trying to pare down the number of potentialcausal relationshipsby classifying some as spurious, some as consequences of
reading, and some as developmentallylimited
that any clarity will be brought to the reading
literature.In the remainderof this review some
specific examples of candidates for possible
"paring"will be discussed. A number of hypotheses are also advancedfor incorporatingreciprocal relationships and feedback effects
within a general model of developmental
changes in the cognitive processes related to
reading. The tentativecausal model I have outlined will be elaboratedin the course of the discussion. Many of the hypotheses to be
advanced are quite tentative, as the empirical
evidence relatingto several of them is far from
definitive. The following discussion was not intendedto be exhaustive,and it certainlywill not
present the final and definitive classification of
process linkages; but hopefully it will serve to
focus futureresearchefforts.
The easiest processingdifferencesto eliminate as causes of individualdifferences in reading ability should be those where performance
differencesarise merely because the individuals
are reading at different levels-in short, situations where the efficiency of reading is determining how efficiently the cognitive process
operates, ratherthan the converse. We will turn
first to some possible examples of this type of
relationship.
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process may reflect the readinglevel of the subject, ratherthan be a cause of it. We will next
consider the less firmly established, and therefore more controversial, case of the effect of
context on word recognition.

andthebeginner.In eachcase, the causeof the
difficultyis inabilityto makefull use of syntactic and semantic redundancy,of nonvisual
sourcesof information.
(Smith,1971,p. 221)
Less oftenthe possibilityis consideredthatuse
of contextmakesbetterreaders.(Smith,1982,
p. 230)

It will be argued here that the truth of this
ContextEffectsOn WordRecognition:
more fluent readersrely more
hypothesis-that
A Consequenceof ReadingLevel?
on context-is critically dependent on the dis-

tinction between the use of context as an aid to
word recognitionand its use to aid comprehension processes. The claim appears defensible
when referringto the latter; but appears to be
largely incorrectwhen applied to the word-recognition level of processing.
We must first ask the question: Do less
skilled readersuse contextualinformationto facilitate word recognition when it is available;
and if they do, to what extentdo they rely on it?
Many discrete-trial reaction-time studies of
context effects have been conductedto investigate this question. Note thatmany of these studies have ensured the condition "when it is
available" by using materials that were well
within the readingcapabilityof the least skilled
subjects in the study. (This will become an important consideration in a later discussion.)
Most of these studies have used priming paradigms where a context (sometimes a word,
sometimes a sentence, and sometimes several
sentencesor paragraphs)precedesa targetword
to which the subject must make a naming or
lexical decision response. Although this paradigm does not completely isolate the word-reclevel of processing (see Forster, 1979;
Skill in readinginvolvesnot greaterprecision, ognition
butmoreaccuratefirstguessesbasedon better Seidenberg, Waters,Sanders, & Langer, 1984;
Stanovich & West, 1983; West & Stanovich,
samplingtechniques,greatercontroloverlan1982), it does so more than the other methodoinbroadened
and
structure,
guage
experiences
creasedconceptualdevelopment.(Goodman, logies that have been used in the developmental
literature. The finding has consistently been
1976,p. 504)
Guessingin the way I havedescribedit is not that not only do the poorer readers in these
justa preferred
strategyforbeginnersandfluent studies use context, but they often show somereadersalike;it is the mostefficientmannerin what larger contextualeffects than do the better
whichto readandlearnto read.(Smith,1979, readers (Becker, 1982; Briggs, Austin, & Unp. 67)
derwood, 1984; Perfetti, Goldman, & HogaThe moredifficultya readerhas with reading, boam, 1979; Perfetti & Roth, 1981;
the morehe relies on the visual information; Schvaneveldt, Ackerman, & Semlear, 1977;
this statementappliesto boththe fluentreader Schwantes, 1981, 1982, 1985; Schwantes,

Few areas of reading research are so
fraughtwith confusion as are investigationsof
context use. One reason for this is that reading
researchershave often failed to distinguishbetween levels in the processing system when discussing contextual effects (Gough, 1983;
Mitchell, 1982; Stanovich, 1980, 1982b,
1984). The failure to distinguish the specific
processing subsystems that are being affected
by a particular experimental manipulation is
one of the main reasons why there is still considerable looseness and confusion surrounding
the term "contexteffect" in the reading literature. The point is thatthere can be many different types of contexteffects.
It will be arguedhere that the literatureon
context effects is considerablyclarified if care
is takento distinguishthe differenttypes of context effects that are discussed in reading research. For example, the claim that variationin
the use of context in partdeterminesreadingefficiency, and that contextual effects are more
implicatedin the performanceof betterreaders,
has often been made in the readingliterature:
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Boesl, & Ritz, 1980; Simpson & Foster, 1985;
Simpson & Lorsbach, 1983; Simpson, Lorsbach, & Whitehouse, 1983; Stanovich,Nathan,
West, & Vala-Rossi, 1985; Stanovich,West, &
Feeman, 1981; West & Stanovich, 1978; West,
Stanovich,Feeman, & Cunningham,1983).
Some investigators have employed oral
readingerroranalyses in orderto examine individual differencesin the use of context to facilitate word recognition. However, the use of the
technique for this purpose is problematic. An
oral reading error occurs for a variety of complex and interactingreasons (see Kibby, 1979;
Leu, 1982; Wixson, 1979). Most critical for the
presentdiscussion is the fact that such errorsoften implicate levels of processing beyond word
recognition. For example, hesitationsand omissions are probably some complex function of
word-recognitionand comprehensionprocesses
(e.g., Goodman & Gollasch, 1980). Self-corrections in part reflect comprehensionmonitoring. Nevertheless,analysis of initial substitution
errorshas been used to throwlight on the use of
context to aid word recognition, and it is likely
that these errors do partially implicate processes operating at the word-recognitionlevel.
So it is probably useful to consider this evidence if it is clearly recognized that it does not
isolate the word-recognitionlevel of processing
as cleanly as the reaction-timestudies.
Fortunately, there turns out to be no dilemma because the results of oral readingerror
studies largely converge with those of the reaction-time studies. When skilled and less skilled
readersare in materialsof comparabledifficulty
(i.e., materials producing similar error rates),
the relative reliance on contextual information
relativeto graphicinformationis just as greatin many cases greater- for the less skilled readers (Allington & Fleming, 1978; Batey &
Sonnenschein, 1981; Biemiller, 1970, 1979;
A.S. Cohen, 1974-1975; Coomber, 1972;
Harding, 1984; Juel, 1980; Lesgold & Resnick,
1982; Perfetti & Roth, 1981; Richardson,
DiBenedetto, & Adler, 1982; Weber, 1970;
Whaley & Kibby, 1981). The findings from
other paradigms,such as text disruptionmanipulations (Allington & Strange, 1977; Ehrlich,
1981; Schwartz& Stanovich, 1981; Siler, 1974;
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Strange, 1979) and timed text reading (Biemiller, 1977-1978; Doehring, 1976; Stanovich,
Cunningham,& Feeman, 1984b) also converge
with this conclusion.
Reconciling Differing Views on
Context Use
In light of this evidence, it might seem difficult to understand how the claim that poor
readersare less relianton context for word recognition arose and gained popularity.There are
several possible explanations, and they are not
mutuallyexclusive. First is the tendencyto conflate different levels of processing, discussed
earlier. Skilled readers are more prone to use
context to facilitate comprehension processes
(see Stanovich, 1982b), so it is perhapsnot surprising that there was a tendencyto overgeneralize this relationship to the case of word
recognition. Secondly, the popularityof the hypothesis may also have arisen from understandable confusion surrounding information
processing concepts. For example, theorists
proposingtop-downmodels of readinghave often defended the position that skilled readers
rely less on graphiccues:
As thechilddevelopsreadingskillandspeed,he
uses increasinglyfewergraphiccues. (Goodman,1976,p. 504)
But if in factyou are not makingerrorswhen
you read, you are probablynot readingefficiently,youareprocessingmorevisualinformationthanyouneed.(Smith,1979,p. 33)
The moredifficultya readerhas with reading,
the morehe relies on visual information;
this
statementappliesto boththe fluentreaderand
thebeginner.(Smith,1971,p. 221)
One differencebetweenthe good beginning
readerandtheoneheadingfortroublelies in the
overrelianceon visual informationthat inefficient-or improperly
taught-beginningreaders
tendto show,at the expenseof sense. (Smith,
1973,p. 190)
Smith's (1971) well-known hypothesis is
that, because the good readeris sensitive to the
redundancy afforded by sentences, he or she
develops hypothesesaboutupcomingwordsand
is then able to confirm the identity of a word by
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sampling only a few features in the visual display. Good readers should then process words
faster because their use of redundancylightens
the load on their stimulus-analysismechanisms.
Despite its surface plausibility, this notion is
contradictedby much recentdata.
Advances in eye movement technology
have quite recently made available a host of
powerfultechniquesfor collecting data relevant
to this hypothesis. The results of studies employing these new methodologies have consistently indicated that fluent readers rather
completely sample the visual array-even when
readingfairly predictablewords (Balota, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1985; Ehrlich& Rayner, 1981;
Just & Carpenter, 1980; McConkie & Zola,
1981; Rayner& Bertera, 1979; Rayner,Inhoff,
Morrison, Slowiaczek, & Bertera, 1981; Zola,
1984). Fluent readers are not engaging in the
wholesale skipping of words, nor are they
markedlyreducingtheir samplingof visual features from the words fixated. Although Smith's
(1973) conclusion that"it is clear thatthe better
reader barely looks at the individual words on
the page"(p. 190) could not be evaluatedat the
time it was made, currentresearchusing the latest eye movement technology has rendered it
untenable.
It appears that in the top-down models of
reading, use of the features in the visual array
was conflatedwith the cognitive resourcesnecessary to process those features.In fact, it is not
that the good readerrelies less on visual information, but thatthe visual analysis mechanisms
of the good reader use less capacity. That is,
good readers are efficient processors in every
sense: They completely sample the visual array
and use fewer resources to do so. The good
readeris not less relianton the visual information, but the good readerdoes allocate less capacity to process this information.In short, it is
importantto note that the attentionalresources
allocated to graphicprocessing and the amount
of graphic informationitself are two different
things.
Perhapsa thirdreason for the popularityof
the context-usehypothesis as an explanationof
differencesin readingability is thatthere is considerable confusion about the distinction be-
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tween the importance of a mechanism as a
determinant of a general developmental sequence and as a determinantof individual differences in the developmental sequence
(McCall, 1981). The reasoning error involved
seems to have been one of taking an idea that
was valid in one sphere and extending it into a
domain where it was not applicable. The error
was not in emphasizingthat context use occurs
in reading, but in generalizing it as a mechanism that could explain individual differences.
For example, research cited earlier indicates
considerable use of context by early readers.
This context use is clear from the reaction-time
studies and from the fact that oral readingerror
studies of first-gradechildren have found that
70% to 95% of the initial errors are contextually appropriate(Biemiller, 1970, 1979; Weber,
1970). Note, however,that if the variabilityin
context use is low relative to the variability in
other factors that determine reading ability
(phonological awareness, for example), then
context use will not be strongly relatedto individual differences in reading ability, despite its
importance as an underlying factor in every
child'sreadingperformance.
This point is similarto cautionsresearchers
have raised about interpretingthe effects of heredity and environmenton intelligence test performance. It is often pointed out that if the
variability in one factor is restricted, then the
other will necessarily be more strongly related
to individualdifferences. For example, individual differencesin the intelligence scores among
identicaltwins must be entirely due to environmental differencesbecause they share the same
genetic background. This of course does not
mean that the general developmentalsequence
of identical twins is not partiallyunder genetic
control. However,althoughheredity is contributing to the development of the organism, it
cannotbe linked to individualdifferencesin this
case.
We must raise the question of whether an
analogous phenomenonis not occurring in the
case of contextualfacilitation.All the empirical
evidence indicates considerable use of context
by first-grade children, and models of firstgrade reading acquisitionoften include at least
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one stage defined in partby contextuse. For example, Biemiller's (1970) proposed early reading stages include an initial stage of contextual
dependency, a stage of increasing attention to
graphicprocessing, and a stage where the integration of both graphic and contextualcues occurs. Bissex's (1980) case study can be
interpretedwithin this framework;she particularly emphasizes the importance of the third
stage, in which both contextual and graphophonemic informationis used in an integrated
manner.But even if we accept the importanceof
a stage of graphic and contextual cue integration, the question arises whether passage into
this stage is blocked by the inadequatedevelopment of context-use skills or by the failure to
develop skills of graphophonemicprocessing.
All children may indeed go throughthis stage,
but is the speed of its attainmentactually determined by variation in context-use skills? The
research reviewed above suggests that the answer may be no: that stages may indeed exist
that are defined in part by context use, but that
the existence of such stages may misleadingly
suggest thatcontextuse is a source of individual
differences. Instead,it appearsthatcomparedto
other prerequisiteskills-such as phonological
awareness-the variability in the ability to use
context to facilitateword recognitionis so relatively low that it may not be a major determinant of individual differences in reading
acquisition. The very ubiquity of contextualfacilitation-the thing that has led some theorists
to single it out as a mechanism for generating
ability differences-is precisely the thing that
preventsit from being a cause of individualdifferences.
The hypothesis about context use among
readers of differing skill generated from the
top-down models thus needs several modifications in order to bring it into congruence with
current research evidence. First, it is not that
good readersare less relianton visual information, but that they expend less capacity to process visual information fully. Secondly, the
reason that they expend less capacity is not because they rely on context, but because their
stimulus-analysismechanismsare so powerful.
These modifications are all more completely
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explicated in Perfetti's(1985) verbal efficiency
theory. Once these alterations are made, it is
possible to see more congruencebetween some
of the insights that were the source of the topdown models and those of more bottom-up
models like verbal efficiency theory. For example, both classes of model are in agreementon
the.necessity of expending processing capacity
on higher-levelcomprehensionprocesses rather
than on wordrecognition.In fact, there are considerablegroundshere for a rapprochementbetween the proponentsof various global models
of the readingprocess. Long before most cognitive psychologists became interestedin reading,
top-down theorists were investigating critical
processing issues in the domain of context use.
The latter were responsible for the crucial insight thatreadersneed to allocate attentionalcapacity to comprehension rather than to word
recognition in order to become fluent. However, recentworkby cognitive and developmental psychologists- some of whom are of a more
bottom-up persuasion-has helped to specify
accurately the key mechanism that allows capacity to be allocated to comprehension. This
mechanism turns out to be efficient decoding
rather than context use. Both groups of researchers have thus made importantcontributions to our current knowledge of the
interrelationships between decoding, context
use for word recognition, and comprehension.
Compensatory Processing and
Decoding Skill
The common finding that the magnitudeof
contextualfacilitationeffects is inversely related
to the word-recognitionskill of the reader has
been seen as an example of interactive-compensatory processing (Perfetti & Roth, 1981;
Stanovich, 1980, 1984; Stanovich, West, &
Feeman, 1981) because it presumably results
from the fact that the information processing
system is arrangedin such a way that when the
bottom-up decoding processes that result in
word recognitionare deficient, the system compensates by relying more heavily on other
knowledge sources (e.g., contextual information). The extent to which the compensatory
processing in children is obligatoryand the ex-
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tent to which it is strategicis an issue of much
complexityand is currentlybeing debatedin the
literature(see Briggs, Austin, & Underwood,
1984; Simpson & Lorsbach, 1983; Stanovich,
Nathan, West, & Vala-Rossi, 1985; Stanovich
& West, 1983), but the current evidence appears to indicatethat to a considerableextent it
is obligatory and automatic. It appears that
reading skill is not determinedby skill at contextual prediction, but rather that the level of
word-recognitionskill determinesthe extent to
which contextualinformationwill be relied on
to complete the process of lexical access. The
slower the word decoding process, the more the
system draws on contextualinformation.In the
model, the magnitude
interactive-compensatory
of contexteffects is thus conceived to be largely
a consequence of the efficiency of readingmaking it analogous to the case of eye movements.
Perfetti (1985, p. 149) has provided the
data that most convincingly demonstrate that
the magnitudeof contextual facilitationeffects
(at the word-recognitionlevel) are a functionof
decoding skill. He has shown thatwords and inWhen the target
dividualsare "interchangeable."
word in a discrete-trialexperiment is visually
degradedso thatthe recognitionspeed of a good
reader is as slow as that of a poor reader, the
good reader shows as large a contextualeffect
as the poor reader.Increasedworddifficulty appears to operatein the same way (Perfettiet al.,
1979; Stanovich, 1984; Stanovich & West,
1981, 1983; Stanovich, West, & Feeman,
1981). Perfetti(1985) has shownthatin his data
there is a linear relationshipbetween the contextual facilitationeffect and the isolated wordrecognition time across a wide variety of
conditions of word difficulty, visual degradation, and readingskill. He concluded, "Inother
words, it does not matterwhether a word'sisolated identification time is measured from a
high-ability or low-ability readeror from a degradedor normalword. The context effect simply depends on the basic word-identification
time"(p. 149).
Unfortunately,the function relating wordrecognition difficulty and the magnitudeof the
context effect presentedby Perfetti(1985) turns
370

out to be a special case ratherthana completely
generalizablerelationship.It applies only under
conditions where both the skilled and the less
skilled readers have adequatelyprocessed the
context. It is restrictedto such conditions because the compensatoryprocessing can only occur when the contextualinformationis available
to supplementbottom-upanalyses. Availability
of context was ensured in the case of the reaction-time studiesbecause materialswere used in
those studies that were well within the capability of the poorest readers;and it can be crudely
controlled in the case of the oral reading error
studies by looking at performancein materials
where the overallerrorrateshave been equated.
However, in classroom reading situations,
poorer readerswill more often be dealing with
materialsthat are relatively more difficult (Allington, 1977, 1983, 1984; Bristow, 1985;
Forell, 1985; Gambrell, Wilson, & Gantt,
1981; Jorgenson, 1977), and in which they may
experiencedecoding problems. These decoding
problems will reduce the context available to
the poorer reader. Thus, even though both
groups may be readingthe same materials, the
poorer reader will have, in effect, less contextual informationto utilize. This could lead such
readers to display less contextual facilitation.
(There may also be reader-skilldifferences in
general knowledge and semantic memory that
could affect contextualprocessing, but so little
is knownaboutthis possibility thatit will not be
considered here.) The point is that we must
eventually refine our theories of context use in
order to distinguishthe nominal context (what
is on the page) from the effective context (what
is being used by the reader).
Thus, in order to fully trace out the function relatingcontextualfacilitationto the recognition time for the target word in isolation, we
must consider anotherdimension:the difficulty
of the materialprecedingthe target word. And
this added dimensionwill interactwith reading
skill in determiningthe amountof contextualfacilitation observed. For a given target word, in
very easy materials (at or below the reading
level of the less skilled readers),poorer readers
will show more contextualfacilitation(Perfetti,
1985; Stanovich, 1980, 1984). But as the mate-
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rial becomes more difficult, this differencewill
disappear, and eventually a level of difficulty
will be reachedwhere the betterreadersdisplay
larger facilitationeffects because the prior text
(which forms the context for the word currently
being recognized) is simply too difficult for the
poorer readersto decode. In short, the relationship between the difficulty of the target word,
the difficulty of the contextual material, the
ability of the reader,and the amountof contextual facilitation is a complex one. Note, however, that taking the difficulty of the contextual
material into account does not change the
source of individual differences in contextual
facilitation:They are directly determinedby the
decoding ability of the subject (and the difficulty level of the contextualmaterialand of the
targetword).
Considerationof the difficulty factor may
throw light on a question that is often raised in
response to the reaction-timeand oral reading
error studies cited above: If poor readers use
context so much, how can we explain the frequently reporteddescriptionof problemreaders
as plodding throughtext, not using context, and
understandinglittle? How should we interpret
the performanceof such readers?One interpretation that flows from the top-downperspective
is that these children have learned inefficient
word-recognitionstrategies:
Excessivestress,in readinginstruction
andmaterials, on phonicsor wordattackskills, will
tendto makerecodingan endin itself, andmay
actuallydistractthe child from the real end:
decodingwrittenlanguagefor meaning.(Goodman, 1968,p. 21)
Tryingto soundout wordswithoutreferenceto
meaningis a characteristicstrategyof poor
readers;it is not one thatleads to fluencyin
reading.(Smith,1982,p. 145)
If youhadreadthebackwards
passagealoud,incidentally,you probablywouldhave sounded
very much like many of the older "problem
readers"at school, who struggleto identify
wordsone at a timein a drearymonotoneas if
each wordhad nothingto do with any other.
Such childrenseem to believe-and may well
havebeentaught-thatmeaningshouldbe their
lastconcern.(Smith,1978,p. 154)
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An alternative conceptualization would
view the lack of contextualfacilitationshownby
such a readeras the resultof extremelypoor decoding skills. The research reviewed above
strongly supportsthe view that the word recognition of poor readers is facilitatedby contextual information when they understand the
context. When poor readersare in difficult materials, their slow and inaccurateword decoding
processes may in fact degradethe contextualinformationthat they receive, renderingit unusable (Kibby, 1979). The observationthat, under
such conditions, poor readers do not rely on
context should not-according to this interpretation-be viewed as indicatingthat they never
use contextto facilitateword recognition.
Using a longitudinalresearchdesign, some
colleagues and I (Stanovich, Cunningham, &
Feeman, 1984b) tested these alternativeexplanations. In the fall and again in the spring, we
assessed the speed and accuracy with which
skilled and less skilled first-gradechildrenread
coherent story paragraphs and random word
lists. A recognition efficiency score was constructed that reflected the mean number of
words readcorrectlyper second. Of course, the
skilled readerswere betterin both types of materials. In the fall, they also displayed more
contextualfacilitation,but again, they were decoding the passages much better. The question
one needs to ask is whether the less skilled
readers displayed as much contextual facilitation as the skilled readerswhenat a comparable
level of context-freedecoding ability. The data
from our study (Stanovich, Cunningham, &
Feeman, 1984b) are relevantto this questionbecause the decoding efficiency of the less skilled
readers on the random lists measured in the
spring was similar to that displayed by the
skilled readers measured in the fall. Thus, by
comparing the analogous efficiency scores for
the coherent paragraphs, it is possible to address the question of whetherthese two groups
were getting a similar contextual"boost"when
at comparable levels of context-free decoding
ability. In the data we collected (Stanovich,
Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984b; see also
Kibby, 1979), the question was answeredin the
affirmative: The recognition efficiency scores
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of the less skilled readers actually displayed
somewhat more contextual facilitation than
those of the skilled readers.
A final point that emerges from the research on contextual facilitation effects is the
importanceof differentiatingthe presence of a
knowledgebase from the use of thatknowledge.
For example, Perfetti, Goldman, and Hogaboam (1979) foundthatthe same skilled readers
who displayed smaller context effects than less
skilled readerson a word-recognitiontask were
superior on a cloze-like prediction task. Of
course, the finding that skilled readerspossess
superior prediction abilities is nothing new; it
merely reconfirmsolder findings of a relationship between readingability and cloze performance (Bickley, Ellington, & Bickley, 1970;
Ruddell, 1965). What is new-and the important lesson in the Perfettiet al. (1979) resultsis that the presence of prediction abilities does
not necessarily imply that these abilities are
used to facilitate ongoing word recognition. In
fact, the Perfetti et al. (1979) results suggest
just the opposite. Though the better readers
possessed superior prediction abilities, they
also were superior decoders, and the data appear to indicate that the latter is the critical
causal mechanism sustaining fluent reading.
The context-freedecoding efficiency of the better readersis so high thatthey are less in need of
contextualsupport.They have more knowledge
of contextualdependencies, but are simultaneously less reliant on this knowledge, because
they possess other processing advantages that
are more important for word recognitionnamely,context-freedecoding skills.

without comprehension of the passage taking
place. (2) This is a bad thing, because (3) it
means that the child does not understandthe
true purpose of reading, which is extracting
meaning from the text. (4) Childrenengaging in
word calling do so because they have learned
inappropriatereadingstrategies. (5) The strategic difficulty is one of overrelianceon phonic
strategies. These assumptions can be detected
in the following representativequotations:
Tryingto soundoutwordswithoutreferenceto
meaningis a characteristicstrategyof poor
readers.(Smith,1982,p. 145)
withteachingchildrento recode
Preoccupation
may actuallyshortcircuitthe readingprocess
It is
and divertchildrenfromcomprehension.
even possiblethat childrenwill reacha high
level of proficiencyin recoding,actuallytaking
graphicinputand recastingit as very natural
soundingspeech,withlittleor no awarenessof
the needfor decodingfor meaning.(Goodman,
1968,p. 20)
Infact,fewchildrenwhobecomeremedialreaders lack the ability to attackwords. (Smith,
Goodman,& Meredith,1976,p. 270)
Remedialreadingclassesarefilledwithyoungstersin late elementaryandsecondaryschools
whocansoundoutwordsbutget littlemeaning
fromtheirreading.(Goodman,1973,p. 491)

The idea of a "word-caller"phenomenon
embodying the assumptionsoutlined above has
gained popularitydespite the lack of evidence
that it applies to an appreciablenumberof poor
readers. There is no research evidence indicating that decoding a word into a phonological
form often takes place without meaning extracThe Phenomenon of "Word Calling"
tion, even in poor readers. To the contrary,a
This discussion of contextualfacilitationef- substantialbody of evidence indicatesthat even
fects on word recognitionis obviously relatedto for young children, word decoding automatithe phenomenondescribed as "wordcalling"in cally leads to semantic activation when the
the reading literature. Despite the frequency meaning of the word is adequately established
with which this term occurs in readingpublica- in memory(Ehri, 1977; Goodman, Haith, Guttions, it is rareto find an authorwho spells out tentag, & Rao, 1985; Guttentag,1984; Guttenthe clear, operationalmeaning of the term as it tag & Haith, 1978, 1980; Kraut& Smothergill,
is being used. However, the implicit assump- 1980; Rosinski, 1977). Inadequateattentionhas
tions behind its use appearto be as follows: (1) been directedto the possibility that "wordcallWordcalling occurs when the words in the text ing"may simply be a consequenceof a low level
are efficiently decoded into their spoken forms of readingability.This might occur in a number
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of different ways. First, reports of "wordcalling" rarely definitively establish whether the
wordsthatare "called"are even in the child'slistening vocabulary.If the child would not understandthe meaning of the word or passage when
spoken, then overuse of decoding strategiescan
hardly be blamed if the child does not understandthe writtenwords. In short, a minimal requirement for establishing "word calling" as
defined by the assumptionsoutlinedaboveis the
demonstrationthat the written material being
"called"is within the listening comprehension
abilities of the child (see Gough & Tunmer,
1986; Hood & Dubert, 1983).
Secondly, it is necessary to show that the
"wordcalling" is not a simple consequence of
poor decoding. Although reasonably efficient
decoding would appearto be an integralpart of
any meaningfuldefinitionof "wordcalling,"decoding skills are rarely carefully assessed before a child is labelled a "wordcaller."Instead,a
rough index of decoding accuracy is usually
employed, and any child near the normal range
on this index is considered a candidatefor the
label. As other investigators have previously
noted (e.g., LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Perfetti, 1985, 1986), one does not obtain a clear
picture of a child's decoding abilities unless
speed and automaticity criteria are also employed. It is quite possible for accuratedecoding to be so slow and capacity-demandingthatit
strainsavailable cognitive resources and causes
comprehensionbreakdowns.Such accuratebut
capacity-demandingdecoding with little comprehensionshould not be considered"wordcalling" as defined above. To the contrary,it is a
qualitatively different type of phenomenon.
Comprehensionfails not because of over-reliance on decoding, but because decoding skill is
not developedenough.

Consequencesof ReadingHistory
and Practice
The previous sections have outlined how
individual differences in eye movements and
contextuse for word recognitionmay be considMatthew effects in reading
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ered to be consequences of the reading level of
the subject. Because these cognitive processes
operate primarily during the act of reading itself, they are most accurately assessed by experimentalmethodologiesthat do not departtoo
far from the real-time processing requirements
of reading.These types of processes may represent one class of the consequences of reading:
processing differences that arise due to the differentialefficiency of ongoing reading in individuals of varying skill.
However, individual differences in other
types of cognitive processes may be linked to
reading because the processes are affected by
the differentialbehavioral histories of individuals who acquire reading at varying rates. For
example, as discussed in the introduction,readers of differingskill soon diverge in the amount
of practice they receive at reading and writing
activities. They also have different histories of
success, failure, and rewardin the contextof academic tasks. The long-termeffects of such differing histories could act to create other
cognitive and behavioral differences between
readers of varying skill. Consider some possible examples. Many of the motivationaldifferences between good and poor readers that are
receiving increasing attention (see Johnston&
Winograd, 1985; Oka & Paris, 1986) may well
be consequences of the histories of success and
failure associatedwith groups of differing skill.
There is already some evidence suggesting that
differences in self-esteem, ratherthan being the
cause of achievement variability, are actually
consequencesof ability and achievement(Bachman & O'Malley, 1977; Maruyama,Rubin, &
Kingsbury,1981).
Ehri's (1984, 1985) work has elegantly
demonstrated the effect that experience with
print has on knowledge of sound structureand
metalinguistic functioning. Others have speculated thatthe developmentof the ability to comprehendmore complex syntacticstructuresis in
part the result of reading experience (Donaldson & Reid, 1982; Mann, 1986; Perfetti, 1985).
The status of the relationshipbetween naming
speed and readingability is currentlybeing debated by researchers,some of whom think that
variationin this skill is a cause of readingabil373

ity differences, whereas others think it is a consequence of the differentialreadinghistories of
the subjects (M. Jackson, 1980; N.E. Jackson
& Biemiller, 1985; Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich,
1986; Wolf, 1984).
Torgesen (1985) has raised the interesting
possibility that some of the memory performance differences between readers of varying
skill might be consequences of reading onceremoved. He speculated that, because a good
deal of knowledge acquisition takes place via
reading, the knowledge base of less skilled
readersmay be less developed because of their
lack of reading practice. It has also been demonstrated that performance on many memory
tasks is affected by the nature of the subject's
knowledge base. The poorer reader might
therefore display relative inferiority on such
tasks due to a lack of reading experience (see
Bjorklund& Bernholtz, 1986).
On a broaderlevel, much of the literature
on the consequences of literacy (Donaldson,
1978; Goody, 1977; D. Olson, 1977; D. Olson,
Torrance,& Hildyard, 1985; Scribner& Cole,
1981) may be viewed as demonstratingthe importance of some of the more global consequences of reading. This research also
illustratesthat it is a mistake to dismiss cognitive differences that are consequences of the
readinghistories of the individualsas unimportant. Such an unfortunateinferenceexplainswhy
many investigatorsresist the conclusion that individual differences in the process they are
studying are actually caused by variation in
readingskill. Surely the literatureon the consequences of literacy - speculative and empirically sparse though it is -has at least suggested
that the cognitive consequences of the acquisition of literacymay be profound.A few reading
theorists have warnedthat we should be giving
increasing attention to these types of effects.
For example, Chall (1983) has stated, "Theinfluence of the developmentof readingand writing -'literate intelligence'-on generalcognitive
developmenthas unfortunatelybeen underestimated. Indeed, when reading development is
delayedby personalor environmentalfactorsor
both, the effects on the person, unless given
special help, are too often disastrous"(pp. 2-3).
374

TheReading-LevelMatchDesign
Because of concern that some of the processing differences that have been attributedas
causes of variationin readingability are instead
simple consequencesof the overalllevel of reading or of the reading histories of the subjects,
the reading-level match design has grown in
popularity (Backman, Mamen, & Ferguson,
1984; Bryant & Goswami, 1986). In this research design, the performanceof a group of
older disabled readersis comparedwith that of
a younger nondisabled group reading at the
same level. The reading-levelmatch design is
often employed in order to rule out differential
practice explanations of correlations between
cognitive skills and reading ability. When 10year-old disabled readersare found to perform
worse on a cognitive task than normally progressing 6-year-old children (as in Bradley &
Bryant, 1978), it is difficult to invokethe differential practiceexplanation;or at least, the inferior performance of the 10-year-olds is much
less likely to be due to relative lack of experience than a performance deficit displayed in
comparisonto a control group of equal chronological age.
The recentexciting researchon individuals
with acquireddyslexia and the resultingdebate
about what these cases tell us about the nature
of developmentaldyslexia (Coltheart, Masterson, Byng, Prior,& Riddich, 1983; Ellis, 1984;
Snowling, 1983) also point to the need for a
reading-levelmatch design, which should help
to alleviate some of the interpretiveproblemsin
this researcharea. For example, the claim that
the acquired dyslexic cases reveal a qualitatively distinct syndrome reflecting the breakdown of a specific mechanismthat is the cause
of their readingproblemswill only be sustained
when it is demonstratedthat the performance
patterns observed do not merely reflect a depressed overall level of reading skill-in short,
that normal children reading at the same level
do not show similar performance patterns
(Bryant& Impey, 1986; Prior & McCorriston,
1985).
The results from reading-level match designs also have importantimplications for de-
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velopmentallag theories of variationin reading
achievement (Beech & Harding, 1984;
Fletcher, 1981; Stanovich, Nathan, & ValaRossi, 1986; Treiman & Hirsh-Pasek, 1985).
These theories posit that the less skilled reader
is traversingthe same stages of cognitive development as the skilled reader, but at a slower
rate. Thus, readingwill be commensuratelydelayed because the prerequisite cognitive subskills are inadequately developed. The strong
form of the lag hypothesis posits that the performanceprofiles of less skilled readers should
be similarto those of youngerreadersat a similar level of achievement;that is, when older less
skilled childrenand youngerskilled childrenare
matched on reading level, their performance
should not differ on any other reading-related
cognitive task (see Fletcher, 1981). However,
Bryantand Goswami (1986) have pointedto the
ambiguity inherent in null findings obtained
with a reading-level match. That is, all processes-like eye movements-that are basically
epiphenomenaof the efficiency of reading will
display precisely the pattern predicted by the
developmentallag model. However, unlike the
lag model, in which it is assumed that reading
level is determined by the lagging cognitive
processes, an alternativeexplanationin termsof
the consequences of readingposits that the operationof the process is determinedby the reading level.

DevelopmentallyLimitedRelationships:
PhonologicalAwarenessand
PhonologicalRecodingAbility?
In the tentative causal model previously
outlined, it was posited that phonological
awarenessis an enabling subskill in early reading, and that individualdifferences in this subskill contributeto variance in readingability. A
growing body of evidence appears to indicate
that some level of phonological awareness is
necessary for the discovery and exploitationof
the alphabeticprinciple (Perfetti, 1984, 1985).
The major advantage conferred by the alphaMatthew effects in reading
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betic principle is that it allows children to recognize words that are in their vocabulary but
have not been taught or encounteredbefore in
print. It is necessary for the child to make this
step towardindependentreading, and recognizing unknownwords via phonological recoding
seems to be the key to it (Ehri & Wilce, 1985;
Jorm & Share, 1983). The point of phonological mediation is to provide the child with what
Jorm and Share (1983) have termed a "positive
learningtrial"for an unknownword. Phonological mediation enables the child to associate a
visual/orthographicrepresentationof the word
with its sound and meaning (Barron, 1986;
Ehri, 1984, 1985). Once this early hurdle is
cleared, the child will begin to attain the
amount of reading practice that leads to other
positive cognitive consequences.
However,just because phonologicalawareness enables word recognitionvia phonological
recoding in beginning reading, it does not follow that this mechanism determines reading
ability at all developmentallevels. To the contrary,there is mountingevidence indicatingthat
there is a developmentaltrend away from phonologically mediatedword recognition in early
reading stages towarddirect, nonmediatedvisual access at more advanced stages of reading
(Backman, Bruck, Hebert, & Seidenberg,
1984; Ehri, 1985; Ehri & Wilce, 1985; Juel,
1983; Reitsma, 1984; Waters, Seidenberg, &
Bruck, 1984). (The controversyconcerningthe
existence of an initial paired-associatelearning
stage will not be entered into here; see Ehri &
Wilce, 1985; Gough & Hillinger, 1980.) Early
development of decoding skill leads to many
positive learning trials that provide opportunities for visual/orthographiccodes to become established in memory as future access
mechanismsfor the recognitionof words (Barron, 1986; Ehri, 1984, 1985; Henderson, 1982;
Jorm & Share, 1983). Of course, the efficiency
with which visual/orthographiccodes are established may depend upon more thanjust phonological recoding skill. That is, equally
proficient phonological decoders may still differ in their ability to form visual/orthographic
codes. But this caveat does not change the essential featuresof the presentdiscussion.
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It appearsthatfor fluent adultsthe vast majority of words that are encounteredin printare
recognizedby direct visual access (Ellis, 1984;
Henderson, 1982; Mason, 1978; McCusker,
Hillinger, & Bias, 1981; Seidenberg, Waters,
Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984; Waters et al.,
1984). Phonological informationappearsto be
activated prior to lexical access only for lowfrequencyor very difficult words (McCuskeret
al., 1981; R. Olson, Kliegl, Davidson, & Foltz,
1985; Perfetti, 1985, p. 59; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984; Waters &
Seidenberg, 1985). Reader skill appears to
mimic the frequencyvariable: The less skilled
the reader,the more likely it is that phonological informationis activatedpriorto word recognition (Waters et al., 1984). The existing
evidence is consistent with a class of models in
which phonologicalcodes are automaticallyactivated as a consequence of visual processing,
are not under strategic control, and are determined solely by the time course of visual access
(Perfetti, 1985; Seidenberg, 1985b; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984).
Note that, according to these models, phonological informationis less implicatedin the lexical access processes of the fluent reader.They
do not claim that phonological informationis
not implicated in reading at all. Instead, they
posit that even in the fluent reader, such informationis activatedpostlexically,where it serves
to support comprehensionprocesses operating
on the contentsof workingmemory.
The developmentaltrend towardword recognition via direct visual access suggests that
individual differences in phonological awareness and phonological recoding skills observed
at advancedstages of readingmay be examples
of developmentallylimited relationships:those
where individual differences in processes that
cause variancein readingability early in developmentat some point cease to be causal factors.
The suggestion that phonologicalrecoding skill
may be involved in a developmentallylimited
relationship with reading has been advanced
previouslyby Mason (1978). She speculatedon
the finding that, for adult college students as
well as for young children, pseudowordnaming
(presumably an indicator of phonological de376

coding skill) is one of the best predictors of
reading ability, even though other evidence indicates that adults recognize most words by direct visual access: "I suspect that the nonword
decoding task differentiates skilled and less
skilled readersbecause it providesa measureof
linguistic awareness that, in turn, determines
the ease with which reading was acquired in
adult readers"(p. 579). Thus, just as when we
gaze at the night sky we are actually observing
the past history of stars, when we measuredifferences in phonological decoding skills in
adults we may be tappingthe mechanismsthat
earlier in their developmentalhistories led different individuals to diverge in the rates at
which they acquired reading skill, but are not
currently causing further variation in reading
fluency.
Of course, some indicatorsof phonological
skill may be tappingthe speed with which phonological informationis accessed postlexically,
and these-unlike the use of phonologicalinformation for decoding purposes-may still be a
determinantof currentreading ability. That is,
the availabilityof the phonological information
that follows lexical access in the more advanced
reader may be a critical factor in determining
readingability.Because of the integratednature
of orthographicand phonological codes in the
fluent reader (Ehri, 1984; Jakimik, Cole, &
Rudnicky, 1985; Perin, 1983; Seidenberg &
Tanenhaus, 1979), fast visual access rapidly
and automatically activates the phonological
codes that serve a reference-securingfunction
in working memory which facilitates comprehension (Perfetti, 1985). This is why it is important to note that in this section we are
concerned with the use of phonological informationat a prelexicalstage.
In their study of developmentalchanges in
the use of spelling-sound correspondences,
Backman, Bruck, Hebert, and Seidenberg
(1984) emphasizedthe importanceof a distinction already discussed: the distinction between
the availabilityof knowledgeand the actualuse
of thatknowledgein the word-recognitionprocess. They highlighted two importanttrends in
their data. Older and more skilled readers displayed a greater tendency to recognize words
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without phonological mediation. They made
fewer errors on words with homographicspelling patterns. At the same time, however, the
more skilled readerswere more rapidlyexpanding their knowledge of spelling-sound correspondences. This knowledgewas indicatedby a
greater proportionof rule-governederrors and
fewer errors on nonwords. These differences
between readersof varying skill mirroran earlier developmental hypothesis of Venezky's
(1976): "The reliance on letter-soundgeneralizations in word recognitionslowly decreasesas
word identification ability increases, and the
maturereaderprobablymakes little use of them
in normal reading. Nevertheless, the abililty to
apply letter-soundgeneralizationscontinues to
develop at least throughGrade8" (p. 22).
The conclusion of Backman, Bruck, Hebert, and Seidenberg (1984) that "children's
knowledge of spelling-sound correspondences
is increasing at the very time they are learning
to recognize many words without using it" (p.
131) parallelsthatof Perfettiet al. (1979) in the
domain of context effects on word recognition.
The latter investigators found that although
good readers were better at contextual prediction, they were less dependenton such prediction for word recognition, demonstratingthat
the existence of a knowledgebase does not necessarily mean that the information from it is
used to facilitateword recognition. The studies
by Perfetti et al. (1979) and by Backman,
Bruck, Hebert, and Seidenberg(1984) both indicate that the operationof rapid visual-access
processes short-circuitsthe use of other information.
Backman, Bruck, Hebert, and Seidenberg
(1984) elaborated their conclusions by distinguishing between the pre- and postlexical activation of phonological information.They noted
that the finding that less skilled readers rely
more on prelexical phonological information
"does not mean that less skilled readers rely
more on phonological informationthando good
readers, only that they utilize this information
more in the initial decoding of words.... The
confusion in the literature as to whether it is
good or poor readers who rely more heavily
upon phonological informationin reading may
Matthew effects in reading
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be due in part to failing to distinguishbetween
its pre- and postlexical functions. Poor readers
may rely more upon this information, derived
from spelling-soundknowledge, in worddecoding, to their detriment; good readers may be
more facile in using phonological information
that is accessed postlexically, facilitating text
comprehension"(p.131).
Whatthe findingsboth of Backman,Bruck,
Hebert, and Seidenberg(1984) and of Perfettiet
al. (1979) emphasize is that in word recognition
there is a developmentaltrend away from supplementingbottom-upprocesses of direct visual
access with additional knowledge (spellingsound correspondencesand contextual expectancies). It appears that as reading skill
develops, the word-recognitionprocess during
reading becomes increasingly modular (Fodor,
1983; Forster,1979; Gough, 1983; Seidenberg,
1985a, 1985b; Seidenberg,Waters,Sanders, &
Langer, 1984; Stanovich & West, 1983;
Stanovich,Nathan, West, & Vala-Rossi, 1985).
That is, word recognition via direct visual access occurs more autonomously, and other
knowledgesources tendto interactonly with the
outputs of completed word recognition, not
with the word-recognitionprocess itself. When
the task demands it, adults can utilize phonological mediation to name a stimulus (as in
pseudowordnaming), but ordinarilythis mechanism is not used to supporttheir ongoing processes of word recognition.
The hypothesis that adult differences in
phonological coding are remnantsof an earlier
causal relationship suggests many questions
that will require investigation. Even if the hypothesis is correct, the developmentalchange in
the linkage between readingability and individual differencesin phonologicalcoding skill will
have to be fully traced. An intriguing
possibility-already suggested by some research (Barron& Baron, 1977; Kimura& Bryant, 1983; Reitsma, 1983)-is thatvisual access
for most words begins to develop very rapidly
(e.g., after only a few exposures), rendering
phonologicalcoding differencesnoncausalrelatively early in development.Finally, note that in
the case of phonological recoding the term developmentally limited may be a slight mis377

nomer. Individual differences in this process
may be less implicated in determiningreading
ability among older readers simply because
fewer unknown words are encountered, but it
may in fact be fully operativeon those few occasions when such wordsoccur.
Of course, phonological coding may be
only one exampleof what might turnout to be a
host of developmentallylimited relationships.
One intriguing candidate is individual differences in word-recognitionefficiency itself. Although there is some evidence indicating that
word-recognitionefficiency is a causal determinant of reading skill (e.g., Biemiller, 1970;
Blanchard, 1980; Herman, 1985; Lesgold,
Resnick, & Hammond, 1985; Lomax, 1983), it
has sometimes been difficult to demonstratea
causal connection, particularlyin researchemploying adults and older children as subjects.
For example, it has been surprisinglydifficult
to show that disruptingword-recognitionprocesses diminishes comprehension (Levy, 1981;
Masson & Sala, 1978; Wilkinson, Guminski,
Stanovich,& West, 1981; but see Bowey, 1982)
or that making word recognitionmore efficient
results in better comprehension (Fleisher,
Jenkins, & Pany, 1979; but see Blanchard,
1980; Blanchard& McNinch, 1980; Herman,
1985). Thus, the possibility that the causal link
between individualdifferencesin word-recognition efficiency and comprehensionis developmentallylimited deserves furtherinvestigation.

Some VariablesDisplay
ReciprocalCausation:
Vocabulary
As mentioned in the introduction, one of
the problemsin conceptualizingthe literatureis
that there are too many differences between
good and poor readers. These differences lead
to a plethoraof explanationsfor readingfailure,
and in many cases the explanationsare incompatible. Each investigator-emotionally wedded
to his or her particulartask(s)-likes to believe
that his or her variable (and associated theory)
is the key to understandingreading disability.
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The possibility that the difference observed is a
consequenceof the readinglevel or readinghistory is often not consideredor, at most, is given
a footnote or parenthetical comment. Of
course, no one would wish to deny-thatindividual differencesin readingability may be a function of the differential efficiency of many
cognitive processes. However,the previousdiscussion was intendedto suggest the possibility
that the situationmay have become overly confused throughthe indiscriminateapplicationof
the stricture"Readingability is determinedby
variability in many differentprocesses."In this
review I have suggestedthatthe literatureon individual differencesin readingcould be considerably clarified if the numberof potentialcausal
relationshipscould be pared down by classifying some as consequences and some as having
developmentallimits.
Classifying relationships as either causes
or consequences of reading ability of course
does not exhaustthe possibilities. Readingability may be correlatedwith the efficiency of a
certain cognitive process because both are
linked to some thirdvariable. For example, it is
possible that a maturationallag in the general
developmentof language abilities is what leads
to the linkage between reading and phonological skills (Mann, 1984, 1986). Tallal(1980) has
speculatedon how a basic problem in processing rapidly presented informationmight serve
to link low reading ability, speech disorders,
and lack of phonologicalawareness.
Researchersinvestigatingindividualdifferences in readinghave also become increasingly
sensitized to the possibility that processes may
be interlockedwith reading in relationshipsof
reciprocalcausation:thatindividualdifferences
in a particularprocess may cause differential
readingefficiency, but that readingitself may in
turn cause furtherindividualdifferences in the
process in question. There is mounting evidence that in the early acquisitionstages this is
precisely the status of phonological awareness
and reading (Ehri, 1979, 1984, 1985; Perfetti,
1985, pp. 220-227; Perfetti, Beck, & Hughes,
1981). Individualdifferences in certain aspects
of phonologicalawarenessappearto be causally
linked to variationin the ease of early reading
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acquisition; but initial success at cracking the
spelling-to-soundcode furtherdevelops phonological awarenessand provides the experiences
necessary for the acquisition of increasingly
differentiatedphonological knowledge and the
ability to access it consciously. Ehri (1979,
1984, 1985) has provided the most convincing
evidence for the effects of orthographicrepresentationson phonologicalawareness.
However, as hypothesized in the previous
section, in the case of phonological awareness
there is probablya developmentallimit on the
time course of the reciprocal relationship. If
reading is progressing normally, children may
move quickly into stages where directvisual access predominates(Barron& Baron, 1977; Kimura & Bryant, 1983; Reitsma, 1983) and
variation in phonological awareness is no
longer the primarycausal determinantof differences in readingability.This example illustrates
that hypotheses involving the concept of reciprocal causation must be framed developmentally. For example, assume that individual
differences in a certain process (call it A) both
cause differences in reading acquisition and in
turnare also affectedby reading.However,suppose thatat some point, variationin A no longer
causes variation in reading ability. Then it is
importantto investigatewhetherthe "kickback"
from reading to A occurs early enough for the
newly facilitatedA to affect subsequentreading
acquisition. The research question concerns
whether the "bootstrapping" occurs early
enough for a true reciprocalrelationshipto develop, or whether the facilitation of A occurs
too late for its extra efficiency to cause further
achievementdifferences in reading. In the case
of phonological awareness, evidence from a
longitudinalstudy by Perfettiet al. (1981) suggests that a true reciprocalrelationshipmay be
occurring.
Nevertheless, if the conclusion of the previous section is correct, then this bootstrapping
involving phonological awarenesshas some inherentlimits. There will be a point when the facilitation of phonological awarenessby reading
becomes much less importantbecause the level
of phonological awareness is no longer determining reading ability. A more powerful recipMatthew effects in reading
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rocal relationship would be one that was
operativethroughoutreadingdevelopment.The
motivational differences that are associated
with variability in reading ability (e.g.,
Butkowsky & Willows, 1980; Oka & Paris,
1986) may be involved in relationshipsof this
type. In this section we will explore what may
be anotherexample of such a potent reciprocal
relationship: the association between vocabulary developmentand individualdifferences in
readingability.
The correlationbetweenreadingability and
vocabulary knowledge is sizeable throughout
development (Anderson & Freebody, 1979;
Mezynski, 1983; Stanovich, Cunningham, &
Feeman, 1984a). Although, as in most areas of
reading research, correlational evidence is
much more plentiful than experimental evidence (Anderson& Freebody,1979; Mezynski,
1983), there is a growing body of data indicating that variationin vocabularyknowledge is a
causal determinant of differences in reading
comprehension ability (Beck, Perfetti, &
McKeown, 1982; McKeown, Beck, Omanson,
& Perfetti, 1983; Stahl, 1983). It seems probable that like phonological awareness, vocabulary knowledge is involved in a reciprocal
relationshipwith reading ability, but that-unlike the case of phonologicalawareness- the relationship is one that continues throughout
reading developmentand remains in force for
even the most fluent adultreaders.
There is considerable agreement that
much-probably most-vocabulary growth
takes place throughthe inductivelearningof the
meanings of unknown words encountered in
oral and written language. It appears that the
bulk of vocabularygrowth does not occur via
direct instruction (Nagy & Anderson, 1984;
Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985; Jenkins &
Dixon, 1983; Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984;
Sternberg, Powell, & Kaye, 1982; Sternberg,
1985). Also, there is substantial agreement
among researchersthat reading is a significant
contributorto the growth of vocabulary.However, positions on this issue run from the conservative conclusion of Jenkins et al.
(1984)-"Because we do not know how many
words individuals know, we are seriously lim379

ited in accounting for changes in these totals.
Whatever the totals, incidental learning from
reading could account for some portion of the
growth in vocabularyknowledge"(p. 785)-to
the stronger position of Nagy and Anderson
(1984)-"We judge that beginning in about the
third grade, the major determinantof vocabulary growthis amountof free reading"(p. 327).
The role hypothesized for vocabulary in
this review will reveala bias towardthe stronger
position of Nagy and Anderson (1984). The association between variation in vocabulary
knowledge and reading achievement seems a
good candidatefor a strong reciprocalrelationship. Much more evidence on the natureof both
causal connectionsclearly is needed, but recent
studies that are methodologically superior to
earlier work have provided support for causal
mechanismsoperatingin both directions. Also,
some recent theoretical extrapolationssupport
the plausibilityof a reciprocalbootstrappinginteractionbetween vocabularyand reading.
Although some earlier studies had failed to
verify the relation, recent researchhas demonstrateda causal connection between vocabulary
knowledgeand readingcomprehension(Beck et
al., 1982; McKeownet al., 1983; Stahl, 1983).
Regarding the reverse connection, there has
also been some researchprogress. The most recent estimates of children's vocabulary sizes
serve to emphasize the futility of expecting major proportionsof vocabularygrowth to occur
via direct instruction;they also serve to reinforce the importanceof learningword meanings
from encounteringwords in different contexts
during free reading(Nagy & Anderson, 1984).
However, until quite recently the evidence for
the assumption that much vocabulary growth
occurs through inducing the meanings of unknown words from context during reading was
virtually nonexistent.This is because, as many
investigatorshave pointed out (e.g., Jenkins et
al., 1984; Nagy et al., 1985), most previous
studies have focused on the ability to derive
meanings from context when that was the explicit task set, ratherthanon the extentto which
meanings are naturallylearned during reading.
However,recent studies by Jenkinset al. (1984)
and Nagy et al. (1985) have indicated that
learning from context during reading does oc380

cur (but see Schatz& Baldwin, this issue). Furthermore, an analysis of the extent of the
vocabulary learning in both studies, taken in
conjunction with some reasonableestimates of
children's reading volume and vocabulary
growth, led Nagy et al. (1985) to conclude,
"Despitethe uncertainties,our analysis suggests
that wordslearnedincidentallyfrom contextare
likely to constitutea substantialportion of children'svocabularygrowth"(p. 250).

MatthewEffectsin Reading:
TheRich Get Richer
If the development of vocabulary knowledge substantially facilitates reading comprehension, and if reading itself is a major
mechanism leading to vocabulary growthwhich in turn will enable more efficient reading-then we truly have a reciprocal relationship that should continue to drive further
growth in reading throughouta person'sdevelopment. The critical mediating variable that
turns this relationshipinto a strong bootstrapping mechanism that causes major individual
differences in the developmentof reading skill
is the volume of reading experience (Fielding,
Wilson, & Anderson, 1986; Nagy et al., 1985).
As previously discussed, Biemiller (19771978) found large ability differences in exposure to print within the classroom as early as
midway through the first-grade year. Convergent results were obtainedby Allington (1984).
In his first-grade sample, the total number of
words read during a week of school readinggroup sessions rangedfrom a low of 16 for one
of the childrenin the less skilled groupto a high
of 1,933 for one of the children in the skilled
readinggroup. The average skilled readerread
in the
approximatelythree times as many vWords
group reading sessions as the average less
skilled reader.Nagy and Anderson (1984) estimated that, as regards in-school reading, "the
least motivated children in the middle grades
might read 100,000 words a year while the average children at this level might read
1,000,000. The figure for the voraciousmiddle
grade reader might be 10,000,000 or even as
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high as 50,000,000. If these guesses are anywhere near the mark, there are staggeringindividual differences in the volume of language
experience, and therefore, opportunityto learn
new words"(p. 328). There are also differences
in the volume of reading outside of the classroom thatare linked to readingability (Fielding
et al., 1986), and these probably become increasingly large as schooling progresses.
The effect of readingvolume on vocabulary
growth, combined with the large skill differences in reading volume, could mean that a
"rich-get-richer"or cumulative advantagephenomenon is almost inextricably embedded
within the developmentalcourse of readingprogress. The very children who are reading well
and who have good vocabularies will read
more, learn more word meanings, and hence
read even better. Children with inadequatevocabularies-who read slowly and without enjoyment-read less, and as a result have slower
development of vocabulary knowledge, which
inhibits further growth in reading ability.
Walberg (Walberg et al., 1984; Walberg &
Tsai, 1983), following Merton (1968), has
dubbed those educational sequences where
early achievementspawns faster rates of subsequent achievement"Mattheweffects,"after the
Gospel according to Matthew:"Forunto every
one that hath shall be given, and he shall have
abundance:but from him that hath not shall be
takenaway even that which he hath"(XXV:29).
The conceptof Mattheweffects springsfrom
findingsthat individualswho have advantageous
early educationalexperiencesare able to utilize
new educational experiences more efficiently
(Walberg& Tsai, 1983). Walberget al. (1984)
speculatedthat "thosewho did well at the start
may have been more often, or more intensively,
rewardedfor their early accomplishments;early
intellectualand motivationalcapitalmay grow for
longer periods and at greater rates; and large
funds and continuinghigh growthrates of informationand motivationmay be more intenselyrewarded. Thus, ratherthan the one-way causal
directionalityusually assumedin educationalresearch, reverberatingor reciprocal states may
cause self-fulfilling or self-reinforcing causal
processesthat are highly influentialin determining educationalandpersonalproductivity"
(p. 92).
Matthew effects in reading
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In short,Walberget al. (1984) emphasizedthatreciprocally facilitatingrelationships,like the one
between vocabularyand reading, can be major
causes of large individualdifferencesin educationalachievement.
The facilitation of reading comprehension
by vocabularyknowledge illustratesa principle
that has been strongly emphasized in much recent researchon cognitive development:the importance of the current knowledge base in
acquiringnew information(Bjorklund& Weiss,
1985; Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982; Keil, 1984;
Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980).
Sternberg(1985) has articulatedthe point in the
context of vocabulary:"Thus,vocabularyis not
only affected by operations of components,
[but] it affects their operations as well. If one
grows up in a household that encourages exposure to words, then one's vocabularymay well
be greater,which in turn may lead to a superior
learning and performance on other kinds of
tasks that require vocabulary"(p. 123). Thus,
one mechanism leading to Matthew effects in
education is the facilitationof furtherlearning
by a previously existing knowledge base that is
rich and elaborated.A person with more expertise has a larger knowledge base, and the large
knowledge base allows that person to acquire
even greaterexpertiseat a fasterrate. An analogous Mattheweffect in reading arises from the
fact that it is the better readers who have the
more developedvocabularies.
There are several factors contributing to
Matthew effects in reading development. For
example, the researchcited abovehas pointedto
reading exposure differences between individuals of differentskill levels. This is an example
of the importantprincipalof organism-environment correlation: Different types of organisms
are selectively exposed to differenttypes of environments. Recently, theorists have emphasized the importanceof understandingthatthere
are important organism-environmentcorrelations that result from the child's own behavior
(Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981; Plomin,
DeFries, & Loehlin, 1977; Scarr& McCartney,
1983; Sternberg, 1985; Wachs & Mariotto,
1978). Organismsnot only are acted on by their
environments; they also select, shape, and
evoke their own environments. Particularly
381

later in development (see Scarr & McCartney,
1983), a person has partly selected and shaped
his or her own environment(sometimes termed
active organism-environmentcorrelation) and
has been affectedby the environment'sresponse
to the particulartype of organism (sometimes
termed evocative organism-environmentcorrelation).
The differences in volume of reading between readersof differing skill are partlydue to
these active and evocative organism-environment correlations.Childrenwho become better
readershave selected (e.g., by choosing friends
who reador choosing readingas a leisure activity ratherthan sports or video games), shaped
(e.g., by asking for books as presents when
young), andevoked(e.g., the child'sparentsnoticed that looking at books was enjoyed or perhaps just that it kept the child quiet) an
environmentthat will be conducive to further
growthin reading. Childrenwho lag in reading
achievementdo not constructsuch an environment. Anbar (1986) noted the importance of
these active and evocative organism-environment correlationsin her studies of childrenwho
acquiredreadingbefore school: "Oncethe parents began to interactwith their childrenaround
the readingactivities, the childrenreciprocated
with eagerness. The parents then intuitively
seemed to follow the child's learning interests
and curiosity,sensitively respondingto requests
for aid. One could say, therefore, that the parents facilitatedthe child's naturalcourse of development"(p.77).
However,the vocabularysuperiorityof the
betterreaderis due to morethanjust the differential exposureto writtenlanguagethatis the result
of active and evocative organism-environment
correlations.As Sternberg(1985, pp. 306-308)
has emphasized,althoughthe amountof practice
and extent of the knowledgebase are important
factorsin acquiringexpertise,the sheeramountof
experienceis less than perfectlycorrelatedwith
the level of skill attainedin a particulardomain.
This point appliesto readingand vocabulary.Althoughbetterreadersare indeedexposedto more
writtenlanguage,they are also superiorat deriving the meaningsof unknownwordsfrom a passage when differencesin the knowledgebase are
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controlled.Sternberg(1985; Sternberg& Powell,
1983; Sternberg,Powell, & Kaye, 1982) found
thatthe abilityto derivethe meaningsof unknown
wordsfromunfamiliarpassagesdisplayeda correlation of .65 with readingcomprehensionability.
Interestingly,in the two best controlledstudiesof
learning word meanings from natural reading
(Nagy et al., 1985; Jenkinset al., 1984), there
was also a tendencyfor the betterreadersto learn
more word meanings.Thus, there appearsto be
evidencefor severaldifferentmechanismsinvolving vocabularyand readingthatoperateto create
rich-get-richereffects. Betterreadersare exposed
to morewrittenlanguagethanpoorerreaders;the
expandedknowledgebase that they thus acquire
probably facilitates the induction of new word
meanings; and finally, better readersappearto
learnnew wordsfrom contextwith a greaterefficiency thando less able readerseven whendifferences in the knowledgebase arecontrolled.

MatthewEffectsand the
Less SkilledReader
Because Matthew, or rich-get-richer, effects have been shownto be an importantsource
of achievement variance in many areas of
schooling, researchers need to explore more
fully the operationof such effects in the domain
of reading.Also, of course, the other side of the
coin, poor-get-poorereffects, may help to explain certainaspects of readingfailure. For example, Matthew effects may arise from
conditions other than those describedabove. In
additionto the achievementdifferencesthatwill
occur as a result of the informationprocessing
efficiency of the better reader (e.g., Sternberg,
1985) and the exposure differences resulting
from active and evocative organism-environment correlations (e.g., Nagy & Anderson,
1984), there are also passive organism-environment correlations that contribute to rich-getricher and poor-get-poorer effects. A passive
organism-environmentcorrelationis a relationship between the type of organismand environmental quality that is not due to the organism's
active selection and shaping of the environ-
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ment. Some of these passive organism-environment effects are unavoidable, such as the
passive genotype/environmenteffects discussed
by Scarrand McCartney(1983): The genotypes
of a child'sparentspartiallydetermineboth the
home environmentof the child and the child's
genotype. Otherpassive organism-environment
correlationsare a function of social structures:
Less healthy organisms grow up in impoverished environments.Biologically unlucky individuals are provided with inferior social and
educational environments, and the winners of
the biological lottery are provided better environments(Rutter& Madge, 1976).
An example of a passive organism-environment correlationthatcontributesto Mattheweffects is provided by the literature on the
influence of a school's ability composition on
academic achievement. The evidence, as summarized by Rutter (1983), indicates that "quite
apart from the individual benefits of
above-averageintellectualability, a child of any
level of ability is likely to make betterprogress
if taughtin a school with a relatively high concentration of pupils with good cognitive performance" (p. 19). But of course a child of
above-averageability is much more likely to reside in a school with a "concentrationof pupils
with good cognitive performance" (Jencks,
1972). Such a child is an advantagedorganism
because of the superiorenvironmentand genotype provided by the child's parents. The parents, similarly environmentallyand genetically
advantaged,are more likely to reside in a communitywhich providesthe "concentrationof pupils" that, via the independenteffects of school
composition, will bootstrapthe child to further
educational advantages. Conversely, disadvantaged children are most often exposed to inferior ability composition in the schools that they
attend. Thus, these childrenare the victims of a
particularlyperverse"doublewhammy."
Recently, Share et al. (1984) uncovered
some fascinating ability-composition effects
that illustrate how passive organism-environment correlationscontributeto Mattheweffects
in the area of readingachievement.They investigated the relationship of 39 cognitive and
home environmentvariables measured at kin-
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dergarten entry to reading achievement at the
end of kindergartenand of Grade 1. (In Australia, the country of these subjects, formal reading instructionbegins in kindergarten.)Shareet
al. (1984) tested over 500 subjects in many different classrooms located in several different
schools. Their ability-compositionanalysis focused on phoneme segmentationability because
it was the single best predictor of reading
achievement. Each child was assigned three
phoneme segmentation scores. One was the
child'sown score on the phoneme segmentation
test. Next, the mean score of each classroom
was calculatedand assigned to each child in that
room. Finally, the mean score for each school
was calculatedand assigned to each child in that
school. The zero-order correlationsconfirmed
for phonological awareness- a critical determinant of the ease of initial reading acquisitionwhat is observed for ability in general: Higher
ability studentsare surroundedby higher ability
peers. The correlationbetween individual and
classroom phoneme segmentation ability was
.59, and the correlationbetween individualand
school phoneme segmentationability was .45.
But does being surroundedby better phoneme segmenters make a difference in early
reading? Apparently it does. The child's own
phoneme segmentation ability at kindergarten
entry correlated .65 with that year's reading
achievement (correlations were similar for
Grade 1 reading achievement);the correlations
involving the classroom and school means were
.64 and .68. After all 39 cognitive and home
backgroundvariables had been entered into a
regression equation predicting end-of-kindergarten reading ability (the results were similar
when Grade 1 ability was the criterion variable), the school ability mean accounted for a
statisticallysignificantadditional9 %of the variance. After the individual variables were entered, classroom mean accounted for an
additional5 % of the variance in individualkindergartenachievement (again, statistically significant). Note thatthe 39 variablesenteredfirst
include the child's own phoneme segmentation
ability!
Although Share et al. (1984) have speculated on the reasons for these ability-composi-
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tion effects (teacher responsiveness to ability
differences, language interactions among the
children, etc.), the issue of the precise mechanism involved is beyond the scope of this review. For the present purpose, the importance
of the Shareet al. findings is in the demonstration of an ability-compositioneffect-a passive
organism-environmentcorrelationthat contributes to poor-get-poorereffects in achievementin the domain of phonological awareness and
reading. Unlike some of the unavoidableorganism-environment correlations discussed by
Scarr and McCartney(1983), this one is partially a function of social policy. It is controllable, perhapsunlike many such correlationsthat
contributeto Mattheweffects in education.Rutter (1983) emphasizedthis point in his conclusion: "Nevertheless,the implicationis thatthere
are considerable disadvantages in an educational system that allows such an uneven distribution of children that some schools have
intakeswith a heavy preponderanceof the intellectually less able. There can be no dodging the
need to ensure a reasonablebalance of intakes
among schools, but the best way to do this is not
obvious" (p. 20). This example illustrates the
importanceof researchaimed at uncoveringthe
existence and causes of Mattheweffects in reading, because a thorough understandingof the
causes is a necessary prerequisiteto sound social policy in education.

Reconceptualizingthe Reading
DisabilityLiteraturein Terms
of ReciprocalCausation
and MatthewEffects
A thoroughexplorationof the possible influence of reciprocalrelationshipsand Matthew
effects on observed performanceprofiles might
help to clarify some problematicissues in the
area of individualdifferencesin readingability.
For example, readingdisabilities would be better understoodif some of the observed individual differences could be differentiatedas cases
of consequences of reading level or history, or
as cases of reciprocalcausation. Indeed, I will
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argue in this section that a considerationof the
relationshipsbetween reading and other cognitive skills in terms of the concepts outlined
above can help to resolve some recurrentproblems in the area of reading disabilities (or dyslexia; these terms are used interchangeablyin
the following discussion). Some of these conceptual problems are so serious that they
threatento underminethe entire field if they are
not soon resolved. For example, one assumption that is essential to all definitionsof reading
disability is the "assumption of specificity"
(Hall & Humphreys, 1982; Stanovich, 1986).
This assumptionunderliesall discussions of the
concept, even if it is not stated explicitly. Simply put, it is the idea that a child with this type
of learningdisabilityhas a brain/cognitivedeficit that is reasonably specific to the reading
task. That is, the concept of a specific reading
disability requiresthat the deficits displayedby
such children not extend too far into other domains of cognitive functioning. If they did,
there would already exist research and educational designationsfor such children(low intelligence, "slowlearner,"etc.), and the concept of
readingdisabilitywould be superfluous.
The assumptionof specificity is contained
within virtuallyall psychometricand legal definitions of readingdisability,and it is also quite
salient in media portrayalsof dyslexia. The typical "mediadyslexic" is a bright, capable individual with a specific problem in the area of
reading (the quintessential example of the
white-collarworkerwho throughdictation, secretaries, and various office maneuvers, covers
up the fact that he cannot read). In terms of the
concepts I have developed in this review, such
individualshave remainedimmuneto the negative cascade of interacting skill deficits and
Matthew effects surroundingreading. For example, their vocabularies and other language
abilities have continuedto develop without the
benefit of reading, and they have (to some degree) avoided the negative motivationalconsequences of reading failure. It will be argued
here thatthe numberof such individuals-those
who truly escape the snowballingconsequences
of readingfailure- is much smallerthanis commonly presumed.
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A majorproblemin the area of readingdisabilities research is that the literatureon individual differences in the cognitive processes
related to readinghas underminedthe assumption of specificity. When researcherswent looking for cognitive differences between reading
disabled and nondisabled children, they found
them virtuallyeverywhere.The plethoraof cognitive differences that have been uncovered
threatensto underminethe concept of a reading
disability because the existence of such differences calls into question the assumptionof specificity and instead suggests that dyslexic
children exhibit rather generalized cognitive
deficits.
Consider the concatenation of processes
that have been found to differentiate disabled
from nondisabled readers. Not surprisingly,
phonemic awarenessand associatedspelling-tosound decoding skills are markedlydeficient in
disabled readers (Bradley & Bryant, 1978;
Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Snowling, 1980,
1981). However, more general aspects of
speech perceptionhave been implicatedby the
findings of Brady, Shankweiler, and Mann
(1983) that poor readersmake more perceptual
errorswhen listeningto speech in noise, and the
findings of Godfrey, Syrdal-Lasky,Millay, and
Knox (1981) that disabled and nondisabled
readers differ in the categorical perception
of certain speech contrasts. Briggs and
Underwood(1982) have presentedevidence of a
deficit in the speech code thatis closer to articulatory in level, and Tallal (1980) has even uncovered processing deficits with nonspeech
auditory stimuli. Of course, naming deficits
have also long been associated with reading
failure (Denckla & Rudel, 1976; Spring &
Capps, 1974; Wolf, 1984). Thus, indications
are that the speech and auditory processing
problems of the disabled reader are multiple
and pervasive.
Moreover,language processing differences
have turnedup at other levels. Syntacticknowledge and awarenessseem to be deficient in disabled readers (Bowey, 1986; Byrne, 1981;
Hallahan & Bryan, 1981; McClure, Kalk, &
Keenan, 1980; Menyuk & Flood, 1981; Newcomer & Magee, 1977; Semel & Wiig, 1975;
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Siegel & Ryan, 1984; Stein, Cairns, & Zurif,
1984; Vellutino, 1979; Vogel, 1974). Their performance is relatively low on tests of general
listening comprehensionand general linguistic
awareness(Berger, 1978; Downing, 1980; Kotsonis & Patterson, 1980; Menyuk & Flood,
1981; Newcomer & Magee, 1977; Siegel &
Ryan, 1984; Smiley, Oakley, Worthen, Campione, & Brown, 1977). Comprehensionstrategies that are very general seem to be deficient.
Concatenatingthese findingswith those on phonological awareness and speech cited previously, we seem to be uncoveringa deficiency in
a "specific"area that can only be labeled "language-in all its conceivable aspects."This is
not the type of "specific"psychological disability that the originators of the idea of dyslexia
had in mind.
Work on short-termmemory as a psychological locus of the processing difficulties of
disabled readers was originally motivated by
the desire to uncover a specific "site"that was
the source of readingproblems. Although some
proportion of the performance difference between normal and disabled readers on shortterm memory tasks is almost certainly due to
the specific phonological coding problems experienced by the latter (R.L. Cohen, 1982;
Jorm, 1983; Torgesen & Houck, 1980), research on individualdifferencesin memoryperformance soon pushed the mediating cognitive
mechanismsfar beyondan explanationpurely in
terms of phonological coding. Cognitive and
developmentalpsychologists have linked many
processing strategies to memory performance,
and research has shown reading disabled children to be deficient in their ability and/or willingness to employ virtually every one of these
strategies (Bauer, 1977, 1979, 1982; Foster &
Gavelek, 1983; Newman & Hagen, 1981; Tarver, Hallahan,Kauffman,& Ball, 1976; Torgesen, 1977a, 1977b, 1978-1979; Torgesen &
Goldman, 1977; Wong, Wong, & Foth, 1977).
These findings have led to characterizationsof
the underlyingcognitive deficit of learningdisabled children that are strikingly general. For
example, Torgesen's(1977a, 1977b) early work
on memory functioningled him to characterize
the learning-disabled child as an inactive
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learner, one who fails to apply even cognitive
strategiesthatare within his or her capabilities.
Torgesen's notion is of course similar to
currently popular ideas regarding the importance of metacognitiveor executivefunctioning.
Indeed, recent work on the performance of
readingdisabled childrenhas reinforcedTorgesen'searlierposition and explicitly tied his ideas
in with recentviews on metacognitivefunctioning (Baker, 1982; Bos & Filip, 1982; Foster &
Gavelek, 1983; Hagen, Barclay, & Newman,
1982; Hallahan& Bryan, 1981; Wong, 1984).
However, the tendency to link deficiencies in
metacognitivefunctioningwith readingdisability will underminethe assumptionof specificity. Recent conceptualizations (e.g., Baron,
1978; Campione & Brown, 1978; Sternberg,
1980, 1982, 1985) have stressed that metacognitive awarenessof available strategies is a
critical aspect of intelligence! Thus, furtherdevelopmentsalong these lines will surely evolve
a paradoxicalconclusion: that readingdisabled
childrenare deficient in a generalizedability to
deal with cognitive tasks of all types (i.e., that
they lack metacognitiveawareness:a criticalaspect of intelligence). This, of course, would be
the deathknell for the assumptionof specificity,
and hence the entire rationalefor the concept of
dyslexia would be undermined.
Escaping the Paradox: Subject Selection
There are at least three ways to escape the
dilemma posed by the fact that the literatureon
individualdifferencesin the cognitive processes
of reading threatensto erode the fundamental
assumptionupon which the concept of dyslexia
rests. One is to question the natureof the subject samples employed in the research. It may
be that the less skilled children were not sufficiently disabled: that many studies contained
substantialnumbersof childrenwho were experiencing only a moderatedegree of readingdifficulty and whose cognitive performance
profiles-unlike those of the truly disabled
reader-were characterizedby mild but pervasive deficits. To the extent that some investigators have employedprimarilyschool labeling as
the criterionfor forming subjectgroups- rather
than scores on their own self-administeredtests
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and strictly applied psychometriccriteria-this
criticism is appropriate.
Since the adventof the concept of a reading
disability,it has repeatedlybeen pointedout that
schools do not identify reading-disabledchildren in accord with the actual definitions of
dyslexia prevailingin the professionalliterature
(Ames, 1968; Bryan, 1974; Kirk & Elkins,
1975; Miller & Davis, 1982; Norman &
Zigmond, 1980). We have come to think of a
reading-disabledchild-in the view that is certainly the one promoted by parent groups and
the media-as a child with normalintelligence.
But surveys of school-labeled reading disabled
children have consistently shown that even on
nonverbal and performance intelligence tests,
the mean score of the childrendoes not approximate 100, but is usually closer to 90 (Anderson,
Kaufman,& Kaufman,1976; Gajar,1979; Hallahan& Kauffman,1977; Kirk & Elkins, 1975;
Klinge, Rennick, Lennox, & Hart, 1977;
Leinhardt, Seewald, & Zigmond, 1982;
McLeskey & Rieth, 1982; Norman &
Zigmond, 1980; Satz & Friel, 1974; Shepard,
Smith, & Vojir, 1983; Smith, Coleman, Dokecki, & Davis, 1977; Tarver, 1982; Valtin,
1978-1979).
Thus, to the extentthatschool-labeledsamples have been used, researchers have been
comparing less skilled readers with mild IQ
deficits to the normal control groups, and it is
perhaps not surprisingthat a large number of
performance differences have appeared. This
problem extends even to research where an attempt has been made to match (or restrict the
range of) the reading-disabled and control
groups on other environmental variables
(Fletcher, Satz, & Scholes, 1981; Hallahan &
Kauffman, 1977; Klinge et al., 1977). For example, from a group of 108 learning-disabled
children, Klinge et al. (1977) selected 30 children to match 30 controls on sex, race, age,
socioeconomic status, and geographic community. Despite the matching, the mean performance intelligence test score of the
learning-disabledgroup (94) was 9 points lower
than that of the controlgroup (103).
The problem is pervasive even in research
studies thathave attemptedto matchsubjectson
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intelligence test scores. Although these procedures often ensure that the intelligence test
scores of the reading-disabledsample approximate 100 and are not significantly different
from those of the control group, it is almost invariably the case that the IQs of the disabled
group turnout to be lower (Hall & Humphreys,
1982; Stanovich, 1986; Torgesen, 1985). In a
formal survey of the researchliterature,Torgesen and Dice (1980) found thatthe mean intelligence test scores of the learning-disabled
groupsaveraged6 points lower thanthose of the
control groups. Wolfordand Fowler (1984), in
their survey,came to similar conclusions.
A discussion of the IQ matching problem
leads naturallyto a considerationof some of the
statisticalproblems surroundingthe concept of
reading disability- statisticalcomplications often unknown to the teachers and practitioners
who are using the concept. For example, it is
well known that performance on intelligence
tests correlateswith reading achievement. This
correlationis usually in the range of .3 to .5 in
the early elementary grades, but rises to the
range of .6 to .75 in adult samples (see
Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a).
An individual with a reading disability is by
definition a person for whom this performance
linkage does not hold, or at least for whom it is
severely attenuated.Such a person has severely
depressed performance on one variable (reading) but virtually normal performance on the
other (intelligencetest score). These individuals
are statistical outliers, defined by their deviation from the regression line in a scatterplotof
readingachievementscores against intelligence
test scores. It is importantto realize that because part of the outlier status of this group
must be the result of measurementerror, on a
retesting(due to statisticalregression)they will
score lower on the IQ test (or highly related
cognitive measure)and somewhathigher on the
reading test (Crowder, 1984; Hall & Humphreys, 1982). Defining reading-disabledchildren on the basis of a single testing will conceal
this fact and thus artificially magnify their outlier status (Shepard, 1980). A reading-disabled
classification that partially reflects measurement errorwill contributeto the plethoraof def-
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icits obtained,because whatevercognitive tasks
are administeredbecome the "second testing"
on which these subjectswill regress to performance levels below those of their IQ-matched,
nondisabledcontrols.
When we combine the purely statisticalartifact of regression with the empirical fact, reviewed above, that the reading-disabled
children in the schools and in research reports
have mild IQ deficits, we may have a large part
of the explanation for the tendency of the research literatureto underminethe assumption
of specificity. To some extent, the children in
these samples should have small but pervasive
cognitive deficits, because on one omnibus index of cognitive functioning (an intelligence
test) they show a small deficit. They are not the
extreme statisticaloutliersthat the definitionsof
reading disability imply. Secondly, the moderate outlier pattern that they do display is, in
part, measurementartifact.
The solutions to these statisticalproblems
have clear implications for research and practice. Both practitionersand researchersshould
adopta much stricterpsychometriccriterionfor
defining a child as reading-disabled.A second
testing to insure that the bulk of the performance discrepancyis not measurementartifactis
essential for accurate classification (see Shepard, 1980). It is only by isolating the true outliers that researchers can hope to obtain the
evidence for specificity that the dyslexia concept requiresif it is to be of scientific and practical utility.The parentgroupswho have pushed
for ever-more-inclusivedefinitions of dyslexia
(estimates from such groups often claim that
anywherefrom 10%to 30% of the school population should be so labeled) are indirectly underminingthe concept. The wider the net that is
cast, the greaterwill be the difficulties in distinguishing dyslexia from other educationaldesignations (e.g., borderline retardation, EMR).
Lack of restraintin applying the label is in part
responsible for the failure of researchers to
demonstrateconsistently that the performance
profiles of disabled subjectsdiffer reliably from
those of other poor readers (Algozzine &
Ysseldyke, 1983; Bloom, Wagner, Reskin, &
Bergman, 1980; Coles, 1978; Gottesman,
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Croen, & Rotkin, 1982; Taylor,Satz, & Friel,
1979), and it is one of the main reasonswhy the
diagnosticutility of the concept of dyslexia continues to be questioned(Arter& Jenkins, 1979;
S. Cohen, 1976; Coles, 1978; Gross & Gottlieb, 1982; Miller & Davis, 1982; Ysseldyke &
Algozzine, 1979).
The best existingevidencein favorof demarcating readingdisabilityas a qualitativelydistinguishable behavioral concept comes from the
epidemiologicalIsle of Wight study reportedby
RutterandYule(1975; Rutter,1978; Yule, 1973).
Their studycontrastswith many othersthathave
failed to distinguish reading-disabledchildren
from other poor readers (Bloom et al., 1980;
Coles, 1978; Tayloret al., 1979), and two of its
criticalfeaturesdeserveattention.One wasthe use
of regressionproceduresto define outliers(Horn
& O'Donnell, 1984; Shepard, 1980; Wilson &
Cone, 1984). But probablymost importantwas
theiruse of a conservativecriterionfor classifying
a case as an outlier;as a result,only 3.7% of the
subjectsin their sample were classified as "specifics."A conservativecriterionlike thatemployed
by RutterandYule(1975) is probablyessentialin
formingsamplesthat standa chanceof providing
evidenceconsistentwith the assumptionof specificity. It seems reasonableto speculatethat only
studiesthat classify less than 5% of the sampled
will standa chance
populationas reading-disabled
of uncoveringevidencefor specificity.When the
proportiongets much above5 %, one will probably observemoregeneralizeddeficits.
Escaping the Paradox: Subtypes
A second way of puttingthe assumptionof
specificity on a firmerfooting- and one that by
no means excludes the previous recommendation of a conservativecriterion- is suggestedby
the "subtypes"argument. This is the argument
thatthere may be many subtypesof readingdisability, and that if a researchsample comprises
several subtypes (each with a distinct, but different, single-factordeficit), the overall results
from the sample will mistakenly seem to indicate multipledeficits. Although this is a logical
possibility, the subtyping literature itself remains confusing (Jorm, 1983; Lundberg,1985;
R. Olson, Kliegl, Davidson, & Foltz, 1985;
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Perfetti, 1985; Stanovich, 1986; Vellutino,
1979), and has producedno strongevidence implicating subtypesin the wide variety of deficits
that have been observed. In fact, most researchers would probably find themselves having to
agree that no "tight"subgroupings have been
identified (Stanovich, 1986) and to accept
Jorm's(1983) statementthat"thereis no agreedupon taxonomyof subtypes"(p. 312). However,
newer research methodologies for evaluating
the subtypehypothesis are just beginning to be
evaluated (Doehring, Trites, Patel, & Fiedorowicz, 1981; Lovett, 1984; Torgesen, 1982).
Pursuingthe subtypehypothesis, in conjunction
with using a conservativedefinition of reading
disability, might establish a firmer empirical
foundationfor the assumptionof specificity.
Escaping the Paradox: A Developmental
Version of the Specificity Hypothesis
There is, however, a third alternativeagain, not exclusive of searching for subtypes
and using a conservativecriterion-which may
be theoreticallythe most interesting.This alternative is to hypothesize developmentalchange
in the cognitive specificity of the deficits displayed by reading-disabled children; change
that is in part a consequence of individual differences in readingacquisitionand the reciprocal relationships between reading, other
cognitive skills, and motivationalfactors. This
hypothesis follows from the tentative causal
model presentedearlier.
Accordingto this hypothesis, the performance of readingdisabledchildrenis characterized
by a relativelyhigh degreeof specificityuponentering school (see Jorm, Share, Maclean, &
Matthews,1986). The obvious candidatefor the
criticallydeficientprocessis phonologicalawareness. Thus, it is hypothesizedthat due to several
incompletelydetermined-but undoubtedlycom- genetic and environmental
plex and interacting
causes (Chall, 1983; S. Cohen, Glass, & Singer,
1973; Duane, 1983; Feitelson& Goldstein,1986;
Guthrie, 1981; Rutteret al., 1974; Stevensonet
al., 1985), childrenwho will laterbe candidates
for the label of reading-disabled
enterschool with
markedly underdevelopedphonological awareness, but with eithermild deficitsin othercogni-
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tive skills or none at all. Deficient phonological
awarenessmakesit difficultfor the childto understand the alphabetic principle and delays the
breakingof the spelling-to-soundcode. The differencesin in-school exposureto text chronicled
by Allington (1980, 1983, 1984) and Biemiller
(1977-1978)beginto buildup by the middleof the
first-gradeyear.These exposuredifferencescompound any out-of-school differences already
present and leave reading-disabledchildren farther behindtheirpeers in the developmentof the
rapid,automaticprocessesof directvisual recognition.These processesenablethe type of reading
for comprehensionthat is more enjoyable than
that encumberedby the cognitively demanding
consciousprocessof "soundingout."The resulting
motivationaldifferenceslead to furtherincreases
in the exposure differences between good and
poor readersthat are then exacerbatedby further
developmentssuch as the introductionof more
difficultreadingmaterials.
Of course, the exact timing of this developmental sequence and of its feedback effects remains to be workedout. What is critical for the
presentdiscussion is the hypothesisthatat some
point, slowerprogressat readingacquisitionbegins to have more generalizedeffects: effects on
processes that underlie a broaderrange of tasks
and skills than just reading. That is, the initial
specific problemmay evolve into a more generalized deficit due to the behavioral/cognitive/
motivational spinoffs from failure at such a
crucial educationaltask as reading. For example, at some point readingexposure differences
begin to result in markeddivergencesin the vocabularies of skilled and less skilled readers,
and those vocabularydifferences have implications for other aspects of language use. The
same is probably true of syntactic knowledge
and world knowledge.
Perhapsjust as importantas the cognitive
consequences of readingfailureare the motivational side effects. These are receiving increasing attentionfrom researchers.Butkowskyand
Willows (1980) manipulatedsuccess and failure
in a reading and a nonreadingtask. The poor
readers in the fifth-grade sample were less
likely to attributesuccess to ability, and more
likely to attributeit to luck or to the easiness of
Matthew effects in reading
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the task, thanwere the betterreaders.Following
failure, however, they were more likely to attribute their performance to ability and less
likely to attributeit to luck or task difficulty.
The poorer readersalso displayedless task persistence than the better readers. Their behavioral and attributional patterns displayed
characteristics consistent with the concept of
academic learned helplessness, which has been
studied in several areas of educationalachievement (Diener & Dweck, 1978; Fowler & Peterson, 1981; Johnston& Winograd, 1985; Licht
& Dweck, 1984; Torgesen& Licht, 1983). Interestingly, the same behavioral and attributional patterns were displayed on the
nonreadingtask as on the readingtask, indicating that by this age, achievement-thwarting
motivational and behavioral tendencies were
being exhibited on tasks other than reading,
even though the disabled group was constituted
solely on the basis of lagging reading achievement. Thus, the learned helplessness that may
have been the result of reading failure was beginning to influence performanceon other cognitive tasks, perhaps eventually leading to an
increasinglygeneralizedinabilityto deal with academicandcognitivetasksof all types. Thus, not
only the negative cognitive effects but also the
motivationalspinoffs of readingfailurecan lead
to increasinglyglobal performancedeficits.
Butkowskyand Willows (1980) point to the
possibility of a negative Mattheweffect in their
paper-"These data provide convincing evidence in supportof the notionthat childrenwith
readingdifficulties may display an eroding motivation in achievementsituationsthat increases
the probabilityof future failure"(p. 419)-and
they suggest one mechanismcontributingto this
effect. They note that the lower persistencethat
is part of the learned helplessness pattern is
self-defeating: "Childrenwho give up easily in
the face of difficulty may never persist long
enough at a task to discoverthat success may, in
fact, be possible. Such children may never
spontaneouslydiscover that they do possess the
capacity to achieve outcomes that exceed their
expectations"(p. 419).
Perfetti (1985) has explicated these proliferatingMattheweffects and the relatedmotiva-
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tional problems using the framework of his
verbalefficiency theory:
The low-achievingreaderstartsout behindin
termsof some of the linguisticknowledgeon
whichthis verbalprocessingsystemgets built.
He falls fartherbehindas his readingexperiences fail to buildthe rich and redundant
networkthatthehigh-achieving
readerhas. By the
timea fifth-grade
studentis targetedforremediof
ation, the inefficiency(andineffectiveness)
his (orher)verbalcodingsystemhashada significanthistory.Toexpectthisto be remediedby
a fewlessonsin decodingpracticeis likeexpecting a baseballplayerof mediocretalentto suddenlybecomea goodhitterfollowinga fewdays
of battingpractice.Thisproblem,the needfor
extendedpractice,is unfortunately
coupledwith
theproblemof motivation.(p. 248)

Evaluatinga DevelopmentalVersion
of the SpecificityHypothesis
The hypothesis entertained here is that
there is a developmentaltrend in the specificity
of the disability: A specific cognitive deficit
prevents the early acquisition of reading skill.
Slow reading acquisitionhas cognitive, behavioral, and motivationalconsequences that slow
the developmentof othercognitive skills and inhibit performanceon many academic tasks. In
short, as reading develops, other cognitive
processes linked to it track the level of reading
skill. Knowledgebases that are in reciprocalrelationshipswith readingare also inhibitedfrom
further development. The longer this developmental sequence is allowed to continue, the
more generalized the deficits will become,
seeping into more and more areas of cognition
and behavior. Or, to put it more simply-and
more sadly- in the words of a tearfulnine-yearold, already falling frustratingly behind his
peers in reading progress, "Readingaffects everythingyou do" (Morris, 1984, p. 19).
The presence of a developmentaltrend in
the specificity of the disability may in part account for why the literature has failed to uncover strongevidence for specificity and instead
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has augmentedthe numberof possible cognitive
deficits: The subjects in many of the studies
may have been so developmentally advanced
that generalized cognitive deficiencies had begun to appear.This account is certainlytrue of
studies of cognitive differences among adult
readersof varying skill.
At present, there is little direct evidence
with which to evaluatethis developmentalvariant of the specificity hypothesis. Clearly, we
need longitudinalresearchdesigns to obtainthe
most diagnosticdata. Also, such a developmental trend may be difficult to detect because the
period during which specificity might be observedcould be quite short. Perhapsit is only in
the very earliest stages of readingacquisitionwhen the seriously disabled readers may be
harder to identify-that considerablecognitive
specificity occurs. Again, the need for longitudinal datais obvious.
There are many othermethodological,conceptual, and statistical problems in evaluating
some of the predictionsthat follow from the hypothesis. One such prediction is that reading
and the cognitive skills related to it should become more interrelatedwith development. Unfortunately,this predicted trend will probably
be confoundedwith the fact that more complex
cognitive processes are engaged mainly at the
more advancedlevels of reading (Chall, 1983).
For example, the more complex types of inferencing skills are necessary only when the
materialbeing readattainsa certainlevel of difficulty. Thus, the correlation between reading
and these cognitive skills will increase not only
because of the consequences of differential
readingexperience, but also because the task of
reading is changing (Chall, 1983). Separating
the operationof these two mechanismscould be
extremelydifficult.
Additionally, researchers who attempt to
evaluatethe hypothesis duringthe developmental stages that are critical-the very earliest
reading acquisition stages-will encounter
some statistical complications. For example,
the reliability of some tasks may increase during this period, necessarily leading to changes
in correlations.It is not surprising,given these
difficulties, thatthereis currentlylittle evidence
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to permita strongtest of the developmentalversion of the specificity hypothesis. Nevertheless,
there are some suggestivetrendsin the literature
that should at least motivate more definitive
tests. The hypothesis is worth pursuing because-like the subtypes hypothesis, for which
there is arguably little more evidence-it may
provide a way of preserving the assumptionof
specificity (and the concept of dyslexia) in the
face of the mounting body of data indicating
pervasivecognitive deficiencies.
Developmentalstudies of multivariaterelationships between reading-related cognitive
processes have yielded suggestive evidence that
the intercorrelationof subskills increases with
age. In one study,we (Stanovich,Cunningham,
and Feeman, 1984a) found that at the end of
first grade, measures of phonological awareness, decoding speed, vocabulary, listening
comprehension, and abstract problem-solving
were only weakly correlated; but by the fifth
grade, performanceon these tasks was highly
correlated. In the first grade the mean correlation between tasks tapping different cognitive
skills was .24, whereas this correlationrose to
.59 in the fifth grade. A similar trend runs
through the correlations reported by Curtis
(1980). Comparisonsof other multivariatestudies of reading-relatedskills in the early grades
(e.g., Stevenson, Parker,Wilkinson, Hegion, &
Fish, 1976) with adultstudies (e.g., M. Jackson
& McClelland, 1975, 1979) suggest a similar
pattern.
In a test of several componentsof memory
functioning, Brainerd, Kingma, and Howe
(1986) found that second-grade learning-disabled children displayed deficits primarily in
poststorage-retrievallearning, whereas in the
sixth grade, deficits appearedthere as well as in
storage and in prestorage-retrievalaspects of
performance. These results suggest that the
memory problemsof learning-disabledchildren
become more pervasive as they grow older.
R.L. Cohen (1982) presentedresults suggesting
a similar pattern operating at an even earlier
stage in development. He found that performance in nonstrategicserial memory tasks measured in kindergartenwas relatedto first-grade
readingability,but thatperformanceon a strateMatthew effects in reading
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gic memory task was not. However, when assessed in the first grade, both types of memory
tasks were relatedto readingability. In an argument similar to the one being developed in this
section, R.L. Cohen (1982) speculatedthatdeficits on the nonstrategicand strategic memory
(STM) tasks were of two different types, "the
former being one manifestationof their basic
deficit and the latter being an acquireddeficit"
because "following academic experience that
comprises practice in ineffective reading, these
childrenwill not develop the strategiesrequired
for successful performance in other STM
tasks."(p. 51)
Bishop and Butterworth (1980) have reportedone of the few longitudinalstudies within
the relevantage range, and their data are quite
suggestive. They found that performance and
verbal IQs assessed at age 4 were equally good
predictors(r = .36) of readingability at age 8;
however,when assessed concurrentlywith reading ability at age 8, verbal IQ displayed a
stronger relationship. Furthermore, the children in their sample who had readingproblems
at age 8 appearedto have lower verbalthan performance IQ scores at age 8, but did not at age
4. These trendsare consistentwith the idea that
success or failureat the initial stages of reading
acquisitionhas effects on more general aspects
of verbalintelligence.
Studies of reading-relatedcognitive skills
in the early grades have consistently indicated
that the different cognitive processes are only
weakly interrelated. Our (Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a) mean correlation
of .24 is similar to that reported by other researchers, as follows: Blachman (1984), .30;
Curtis(1980), .32, .27; Evans and Carr(1985),
.39, .18; Share et al. (1984), .38; and Stevenson et al. (1976), .14, .26, .09, and .32. Although low reliabilities may be attenuating
some of these correlations,these resultsdo suggest the interesting possibility of considerable
dissociation between the cognitive subskills related to reading when a child enters school.
Such a relatively loose linkage between cognitive skills in the early grades would allow
greater cognitive specificity among younger
poor readers.
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A similar pattern of relative dissociation
appearswhen one examinesthe correlationsbetween reading ability and scores on various intelligence tests. Although these correlations
cluster in the ranges of .45 to .65 in the middle
grades and .60 to .75 among adults, they are
more commonly between .30 and .50 in the
early elementary grades (see Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a). Of particularinterest is the finding that performance on
phonological awareness tasks in kindergarten
and first grade often predicts subsequentreading achievement better than intelligence tests
that tap a variety of cognitive processes (Bradley & Bryant, 1983, 1985; Goldstein, 1976;
Mann, 1984; Share et al., 1984; Stanovich,
Cunningham, & Cramer, 1984; Stanovich,
Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a; Torneus,
1984; Tunmer& Nesdale, 1985; Zifcak, 1981).
(Of course, it has long been known that letter
knowledge prior to entering school is a better
predictorof initial reading acquisitionthan IQ:
Chall, 1967; Richek, 1977-1978; Stevensonet
al., 1976.)
Additionally, several studies have demonstrated that phonological awareness accounts
for a statistically significant and sizeable portion of variancein readingability afterthe variance associated with standardizedintelligence
measures has been partialled out (Bradley &
Bryant, 1983, 1985; Goldstein, 1976;
Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984a;
Tunmer& Nesdale, 1985). In short, some suggestive evidence does exist to indicate that, at
school entry,phonologicalawarenessis dissociated from other cognitive skills to such an extent that it could be the source of a specific
reading disability: one that-according to the
hypothesis outlined above-develops into a
more generalizedcognitive deficit.

Breakingthe Cycle of Interacting
SkillDeficits
The discussion in severalprevioussections,
emphasizing as it did the cycle of negative
Matthew effects set in motion by reading failure, invites speculation on how the cycle is to
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be broken. Although this discussion has highlighted the importanceof breakingthe cycle, it
has also hintedat the difficulty of doing so. One
of the reasonsthat the cycle will be difficult for
educatorsto break is that some of the Matthew
effects are linked to events in the child's out-ofschool environment. Also, as a result, certain
interpretive problems are often encountered
when one is attemptingto evaluatethe effects of
interventionsto facilitatereading achievement.
In order to better understandthese issues we
may find it instructiveto consider the interpretive problems in an area with analogous problems - researchon schooling effects.
Findings on the effects of schooling on
achievementappearedconfusing and inconsistent until reseachers generally recognized the
importanceof differentiatingthose factors that
explain the variance in academic performance
from those that determinethe absolute level of
performance(see McCall, 1981; Rutter,1983).
Rutter (1983) illustratedthis point by pointing
to Tizard's(1975) discussion of the fact that in
the last 50-60 years, the averageheight of London children aged 7-12 has increased by nine
centimeters-probably due to better nutritionyet there has been no change in the variationin
height among the children. Currentvariationis
probablyjust as stronglydeterminedby genetic
factorsas it always was, even thoughnutritional
changes have raised the overall height of the
population.
Understandingthe effects of schooling on
achievementrequiresthat we understandthe distinctiondrawnin the Tizardexample. Although
school variablesexplainvery littleof the variance
in achievement (family backgroundbeing the
dominantfactor),the absolutelevel of academic
achievementis linkedto a numberof schoolvariables (Rutter, 1983). This distinctionprovides a
Mattheweffectsin educontextfor understanding
cation. Raising the population'smean level of
performancewill not eliminateindividualdifferences. In fact, raisingabsolutelevels of performance might well increaseperformancevariance,
becausehigh achieverswill makebetteruse of the
new learningopportunities.
One might thinkthatif overallperformance
levels rise, the lowest readers will eventually
reach an acceptable level of achievement, one
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where they would no longer be considered"disabled'"Unfortunately,ever-escalating absolute
levels of performancewill not necessarily be a
panacea for the low-achieving student. Rising
absolutelevels of performancemore often result
in increased societal expectations, marketplace
adjustments, and higher criteria of acceptable
performanceon the part of the public and employers (Levine, 1982; Resnick & Resnick,
1977).
In this context, note that researchers and
educators who are focusing on the problem of
reading disability are in effect aspiring to reduce the variance in reading ability (i.e., to
bring up the lowest readersto some reasonable
standard). The existence of negative Matthew
effects that go beyond the school, and the history of research on the attempts to decrease
achievement variability, suggest that educational interventionsthat represent a "more-ofthe-same" approach will probably not be
successful. The cycle of escalating achievement
deficits must be broken in a more specific way
to short-circuitthe cascade of negativespinoffs.
This suggests that the remedy for the problem
must be more of a "surgicalstrike"(to use a military analogy).
The field of learningdisabilitieshas always
implicitly recognizedthis logic, for its underlying motivationand associatedtechniquesare of
specific remediationratherthan generalizedenrichment.This logic pervadesthe whole area of
perceptualprocess trainingin learning disabilities. Although process trainingis now discredited (Allington, 1982; Arter & Jenkins, 1979;
Kavale & Mattson, 1983), it is importantto appreciate the reasons why it has fallen into disfavor. Some of these I have outlined previously
with regardto readingdisability. First, there is
the definitional problem. The children studied
may not have been identified using a criterion
that was stringent enough to select only those
with specific deficits. Second, the "processes"
that were trained may simply have been the
wrong ones. With the hindsight of current research we now know that in some cases this was
most certainly true (e.g., the fiasco of poor
readers subjected to balance beams and eye
movement training). Third, the training may
have begun too late, perhaps after the specific
Matthew effects in reading
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deficit had turned into a more generalized
learning difficulty. Thus, perhapsthe idea that
animatedthe process trainingattemptswas correct, but it was inadequatelycarriedout.
The conclusions drawn in this review will
suggest what optimal specific remediation
might be. I have hypothesizedthat if there is a
specific cause of reading disability at all, it resides in the area of phonological awareness.
Slow development in this area delays early
code-breakingprogressand initiatesthe cascade
of interactingachievementfailures and motivational problems. Fortunately,developmentaldelays in this ability can be detected fairly early.
Several of the tasks used to assess this ability
have been employed with preschool and kindergarten children (Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Fox
& Routh, 1975; Stanovich, Cunningham, &
Cramer, 1984; Williams, 1984). Recently, several studies have reportedattemptsto facilitate
the developmentof phonologicalawarenessand
thus affect the speed of early reading acquisition. The most influentialhas been the study of
Bradley and Bryant (1983, 1985), in which a
group of five- to six-year-oldchildren who had
scored two standarddeviations below the mean
on a phonologicalawarenesstask were given 40
sessions of training in sound categorization
stretching over a two-year period. A group
matched on IQ and phonological ability received equivalenttrainingin conceptual classification. The results indicated that the sound
categorizationtraininggroup was 4 months advanced in readingability when assessed at age 8
(a group taught sound categorization with the
aid of lettersdisplayeda striking8-monthgain).
This study provides strong evidence that early
identificationand subsequenttrainingin phonological awareness can partially overcome the
reading deficits displayed by many children
whose phonologicalskills develop slowly.
A critic of the Bradley and Bryant (1983,
1985) study might argue that the achievement
differencebetweenthe experimentaland control
groups appearedto be fairly small in magnitude
(e.g., Yaden, 1984). However, one inference
that follows from the argumentpresentedhere
is that small achievement differences that appear early can be the genesis of large differences later in development. When viewed in
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light of possible Mattheweffects and reciprocal
relationships involving reading, the achievement differencesobserved by Bradleyand Bryant (1983, 1985) can hardly be deemed
unimportant. A longitudinal study by Jorm,
Share, Maclean, and Matthews (1984) illustrateshow phonological skills may generateindividual differences in reading acquisition that
multiply with development. They formed two
groupsof kindergartenchildrenwho differedon
phonological recoding skill but were matched
on verbal intelligence and sight word-reading,
By the first grade the group superiorin phonological recodingskill was 4 monthsadvancedin
reading achievement. Importantly, the two
groups tended to diverge with time: The performance difference increased to 9 months by
the second grade.
The Bradleyand Bryant(1983, 1985) study
illustratesan ideal way to attackthe problemof
snowballing achievement deficits in reading:
Identify early, remedy early, and focus on phonological awareness. But what is to be done at
later points in development, when negative reciprocal relationshipshave alreadybegun to depress further achievement? One answer is to
aim an attackat a major bootstrappingmechanism: readingpractice. A computer-aidedreading system developed by McConkie and Zola
(1985) exemplifies this approach(a similar system has been developed by R. Olson, Foltz, &
Wise, 1986). They explicitly acknowledgethat
thwartingMattheweffects was one of the motivations for developing their system: "Since
there are probablymany aspects of readingskill
that develop primarily through extended involvement in reading, these people (with reading difficulties) have been essentially blocked
from this furtherdevelopment"(p. 9). The logic
behind the system rests on some simple facts
about individual differences in reading ability.
One is that-particularly in the early stages of
reading acquisition-poor readers have trouble
identifying words (Perfetti, 1985), and this appears to be the primary causal mechanism behind their reading problems. Withoutefficient
mechanisms of word identification, reading is
difficult and unsatisfying because comprehension cannot proceed when word meanings are
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not efficiently extracted(Perfetti, 1985). Reading becomes less and less pleasurable as the
poorer reader spends an increasing amount of
time in materialsbeyond his or her capability.
He or she avoids reading, and the resultantlack
of practice relative to his or her peers widens
achievementdeficits.
The computer-aidedreadingsystem of McConkie and Zola (1985; see also R. Olson,
Foltz, & Wise, 1986) is designed to partially
eliminate the word processing problems of the
poorer reader.The subjectreads text on a color
monitor attached to a computer. When the
reader encounters a word that cannot be decoded, he or she touches the word on the screen
with a light pen. In less than a second the word
is "spoken"by an audio unit interfacedwith the
computer.Preliminarytests of the device indicate that with it childrencan read materialthat
would have been beyond their capability without the word-identificationsupportprovidedby
the computer.In short, the system preventsthe
numerouscomprehensionbreakdownsthatpoor
readersexperiencedue to theirinefficient wordidentification processes. It allows the poor
readerto read materialappropriateto his or her
age level, thus circumventinga problemthat increases as schooling proceeds: The poor reader
becomes less and less able to readage-appropriate material,an additionalfactorcontributingto
the distastefulnessof reading.
The computer-aidedreading system has at
least two major advantages over naturalreading, where the child must guess at an unknown
word. First, it provides the word faster than
does conscious guessing, thus leading to fewer
comprehension breakdowns. Secondly, it provides a positive learning trial (Jorm & Share,
1983) for the child to amalgamatea visual/orthographic representationof the word with its
meaningand pronunciation(Ehri, 1984). Initial
tests of the system have indicatedthat for many
problem readersit was their first experience of
reading without a struggle. Some mentally retardedstudentsand childrenwith severe reading
disabilities read passages where they had to
touch almost every word, yet they comprehendedthe passage to some extentand were enjoyably engaged in the activity.The system thus
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has the potentialto addressat least partiallythe
problem of the differentialreading practice received by readersof differing skill.
The purpose of this section was not to survey techniques for remedying or preventing
reading failure, but to illustrate two research
programswith particularrelevanceto the model
of the developmentof individual differences in
readingability that has been outlined here. The
studies of Bradleyand Bryant(1983, 1985) and
of McConkie and Zola (1985) represent two
ways of attackingthe problem of early reading
deficits that spiral the child into a pattern of
ever-increasing scholastic achievement problems. The work of the former investigatorsrepresents the strategy of prevention; that of the
latter representsthe strategy of interventionto
attenuateone of the most pervasive causes of
Matthew effects on achievement: differential
practice.

Conclusions,Speculations,and Caveats
In the foregoing, I have sketched the type
of conceptualizationof individualdifferencesin
reading and related cognitive processes that
results from a consideration of the cognitive
consequences of reading, reciprocal causation,
organism-environmentcorrelation, and developmentalchange. The review is not so much a
complete model of the developmentof individual differences as an outline to be filled in by
future research. It is hoped that this framework
might help to clarify aspects of the existing research literatureand to focus futureexperimental efforts. For example, the statement that
reading ability is multiply-determinedhas become a cliche. But the numberof causal mechanisms may not be as large as is commonly
believed. Some of the differences in cognitive
processes that are linked with reading ability
may actuallybe the effects of readingefficiency
itself. Similarly, some of the individual differences in cognitive processes that are associated
with readingability in the adult (M. Jackson&
McClelland, 1979; Palmeret al., 1985) may be
remnants of the reading histories of the sub-
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jects. This would be especially true if the processes responsible for reading ability variation
change severaltimes duringdevelopment,leaving behind differences in cognitive processes
that were causal at earlier stages.
The framework I have outlined may also
help to clarify thinking about other issues in
reading research. Consider two examples. A
moderatelypopular genre of individual differences researchhas been the attemptto identify
readers who have similar ability but different
cognitive profiles. Often researchershave implicitly assumed that when such qualitatively
different patterns have been observed among
less skilled readers, they representdifferingetiologies of reading failure. This conclusion is a
consequence of the "many different types of
readingfailure"assumptionthat guides most research. But perhaps more attention should be
directed to the possibility that the qualitatively
different processing patternsrepresentalternative ways of coping with a reading deficit that
had a common cause. This alternativeexplanation looms larger when older subjects are the
focus of the investigation.
A second example is providedby the recent
flurry of exciting research on comprehension
strategies and cognitive monitoring during
reading (e.g., August, Flavell, & Clift, 1984).
It is often assumed that what is being investigated is a set of cognitive abilities separatefrom
those linked with word-recognitionskill. However, as Perfetti(1984, p.56; 1985, p. 244; see
also Lovett, 1984) has noted, few such studies
have included a comprehensive evaluation of
decoding skill. This leaves open the possibility
that the reading skill differences in comprehension strategiesthat are observed may be consequences of differing overall readinglevels. The
better readers could be decoding words more
efficiently and thus have more cognitive resources available to allocate to comprehension.
As Underwood(1985) has noted, "Itis partlyas
a consequence of having automatic processes
available that readingcan be flexible"(p. 173).
No doubt this is not the whole story. It is more
likely that the comprehension strategy differences observed represent a combination of
cognitive monitoringdifferencesand the differ-
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ential resourceavailabilitydue to decoding skill
variation.The point is that it is important-both
practically and theoretically-to separate out
the partof the relationshipthatis a consequence
of readinglevel.
An emphasison the importanceof Matthew
effects and reciprocal relationships will also
help to highlight the necessity of providing
some explanationof the massive individualdifferences in levels of acquiredreading skill. Recall thatAllington (1984) observedsome skilled
first-gradegroups to be reading three times as
many wordsa week as some less skilled groups.
The differences among an adult populationcan
be even more startling. Perfetti (1985, p. 10)
has emphasized this point by noting that even
among a self-selected and range-restricted
group of college students, threefolddifferences
in reading speed occur with regularity.If these
large differences are indeed the result of
Matthew effects, then research must begin to
move beyond the mere chronicling of the
achievement differences, and begin to specify
and evaluate the mechanisms that produce the
Mattheweffects. Some of the progress already
made on this problemhas been outlined above.
However, one importantpossible mediator of
Mattheweffects has so far been omittedbecause
it deserves extended discussion beyond the
scope of this review: instruction.
Despite some disagreement, researchers
are increasinglyuncoveringsupportfor Gough
and Hillinger's(1980) provocativecharacterization of reading as an "unnaturalact" (Barron,
1986; Byrne, 1984, 1986; Calfee, 1982, 1983;
Donaldson, 1984; Donaldson & Reid, 1982;
Ehri & Wilce, 1985; Masonheimer,Drum, &
Ehri, 1984). Although it is popularfor authors
to cite examples of childrenwho have acquired
reading on their own-or, more often, have
been able to identify some boxtop labels via
paired-associatelearningor guessing from context (Masonheimeret al., 1984)- for the vast
majorityof childrenthe initial stages of reading
must be traversedwith the aid of some type of
guided instructionfrom a teacher (who in the
case of early readersmay well be a parent;see
Anbar, 1986; Durkin, 1982). Thus, because instructionmust mediatethe initial stages of read-
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ing acquisition, it could well interactwith the
child's initial level of cognitive skill to cause
Matthew effects. Some of these effects will
result from passive organism-environmentcorrelations: Biologically disadvantagedchildren
must learn in instructionalenvironments(composed of teachers, schools, parents, etc.) that
are inferiorto those experiencedby advantaged
children(Rutter& Madge, 1976). Again, some
part of this correlation is the result of social
structuresand is potentially manipulable, and
some partof it is not.
OtherMattheweffectsmay arisefromevocative organism-environment
correlationsinvolving
instruction.If Allington(1983) is correctthatthe
readinginstructionprovidedto less skilledreaders
is suboptimalin many ways, then a Mattheweffect is being createdwherebya child who is-for
whatever reason-poorly equipped to acquire
readingskill may evoke an instructionalenvironment that will furtherinhibit learning to read.
Certainlythis was true of many of the ineffective
visual trainingprograms,which had the effect of
removingfrom conventionalreading instruction
the very childrenwho needed practiceat actual
reading.Calfee (1983) has previouslyspeculated
on such a mechanism'soperatingto cause reading
disabilities:"Itis true that dyslexia is associated
with many correlatesof the individual-being a
boy, poor preparationfor school, languagedeficiencies, amongothers.... A plausiblehypothesis,
whichcannotbe rejectedfromthe availabledatais
that these characteristicsserve as markersabout
what to expect of the child in school and which
thereby determinethe instructionalprogramin
whichhe or she is placed"(pp. 77-78). If Matthew
effects of this type are an appreciablesource of
ability variance,it will indeed be fortunate,becausetheyarecontrollable.
In short, a major problem for future research will be to determine whether instructional differences are a factor in generating
Mattheweffects. In addition, it will be interesting to investigatewhether any of the important
consequences of the ease of initial reading acquisition arise indirectlyfrom instructionaldifferences determined by reading ability. Some
progress has been made on these problems, as
there is an increasing amountof good research
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appearingon the effects of instructionalvariations on cognitive processes and achievement
(Alegria, Pignot, & Morais, 1982; Anderson,
Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985; Anderson,
Mason, & Shirey, 1984; Barr, 1974-1975;
Duffy, Roehler,& Mason, 1984; Evans & Carr,
1985; Hiebert, 1983; Hoffman & Rutherford,
1984). Severalother fruitful researchprograms
would probably arise from attemptsto specify
the mechanismsthat mediatethe cognitive consequences of individual differences in reading
acquisition.
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